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SUMMARY
GPUs have been used successfully to accelerate a number of graph applications. While
remarkable in their raw compute throughput, GPUs are constrained by the capacity of lo-
cal fast memory. Graphs arising from social networks, world wide web, phone networks,
biological networks, etc. require tens to hundreds of gigabytes of storage even in common
sparse representations, whereas GPU memory is typically in the order of a few gigabytes.
As a result, the majority of prior work on graph applications on GPUs has been restricted
to graphs of modest sizes that fit in memory. When faced with capacity constraints, the
traditional approach in such problems has been to scale the problem to multiple compute
nodes. The underlying assumption is still that the graphs fit in the collective memory of the
nodes.
In this dissertation, we ask the following question: How can we accelerate graph ap-
plications on GPUs when the graphs do not normally fit in memory? This question opens
up two lines of inquiry. First, GPUs are connected to the host over an interconnect such as
PCI-e or NVLINK and have access to much larger, albeit slower, host memory as a part of
a feature known as unified virtual memory (UVM). This forms the basis of the first prob-
lem wherein we seek to optimise the performance of graph kernels in this setting. Second,
graph compression techniques have been proposed in a variety of different contexts. This
presents an additional way of dealing with capacity constraints in which the application
needs to decompress data on the fly during computation. However, most popular compres-
sion approaches do not map well to the GPU architecture. This forms our second problem
wherein we seek to create a suitable compressed graph representation and efficient parallel
graph decompression methods.
We formulate the first problem as a graph ordering problem and show that this formal-
ism has a natural overlap with other graph ordering problems in literature. We propose
a graph reordering method, HALO, that improves the locality of graph traversals in the
xv
UVM context. HALO covers both directed and undirected graphs whereas prior methods
only account for the latter case. We see a speedup of 1.5x-1.9x on reordered graphs in
the UVM setting. We create an additional ordering method, BFS-BP, where we show that
prior methods from the domain of graph compression such as recursive graph bisection
can be suitably adapted to this problem. Next, we treat graph compression as a problem
in its own right and describe a representation for compressed graphs that is amenable to
run-time decompression on GPUs. We propose the Elias-Fano Graph (EFG) representation
for graph compression based on the Elias-Fano encoding for monotonic sequences. We
show that we can compress a variety of large graphs by a factor of 1.5x over the popular
compressed sparse row (CSR) format. We decompose the seemingly irregular problem of
runtime decompression into smaller high-performance primitives such as parallel scans and
searches, which leads to an efficient and load-balanced implementation. We show that the
runtime traversal performance for in-memory compressed graphs is 3.8x better than out-of-
core implementations for CSR graphs. Further, our implementation is also 2x faster than
the current state of the art in GPU based compressed graph traversals while maintaining a
competitive compression ratio. Finally, we explore the interplay between graph reordering,




Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been used successfully for accelerating graph
based applications. These applications are both interesting and challenging for GPUs in
that there is often ample parallelism in the algorithm, but the data access pattern tends to be
highly irregular. Graph applications leverage thread-level parallelism and the high band-
width afforded by the GPU’s internal memory to hide long latency operations. Real world
graphs tend to have sizes in the order of tens to hundreds of gigabytes. However, GPUs
have traditionally only had accesses to local memory that is in the range of a few gigabytes.
The majority of the prior work on GPUs and graph processing deals only with graphs that
fit in the GPU’s memory. While there is some work on distributed multi-GPU graph pro-
cessing, the working assumption is still that the graphs fit in the collective memory of the
GPUs.
GPUs are connected to the host via an interconnect such as PCI-E or NVLINK. His-
torically, data transfers between the host and GPUs have been the programmer’s respon-
sibility. Recent GPUs support unified virtual memory (UVM) between CPUs and GPUs.
UVM simplifies a lot of programming abstractions by presenting a unified memory space
to the programmer, and it also supports oversubscription of GPU memory. GPU memory
can be oversubscribed as long as there is sufficient host memory to back the allocated mem-
ory. The driver and the runtime system handle data movement between CPUs and GPUs
transparently (i.e., without the programmer’s involvement). UVM allows us to run GPU
applications that may otherwise be infeasible due to the large size of datasets. The perfor-
mance impact of UVM, specifically with regard to oversubscription, has not been studied
extensively. We found that using unified memory naı̈vely for graph applications leads to a
severe performance penalty. With the increasing popularity of accelerators in solving do-
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main specific problems, we believe that the problem of managing data movement efficiently
between devices will become an important one in the future. Prior works that improve the
locality or other memory access characteristics in graph applications span a few different
approaches. On the theoretical side, there are external memory algorithms [1] that broadly
model such systems. Some of these ideas have also been incorporated in disk based imple-
mentations [2]. A common theme in graph computing is to organise the underlying graph
data in a particular way to improve performance. For example, graph partitioning is an
important consideration in the distributed setting where the goal is to improve load balance
and reduce communication costs. The data structures used for representing graphs also im-
pact performance, and different graph structures [3, 4] as well as compression schemes [5]
have been proposed. Graph ordering is another area with performance implications for
graph applications and sparse linear algebra. Our focus in the first half of the dissertation
is to preprocess static graphs by reordering them to improve the locality in a semi-external
memory model such as one with UVM. We use breadth first search (BFS) as a repre-
sentative graph traversal kernel. BFS has been studied extensively and is also equivalent
to sparse matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) [6], which lets us compare relevant works
from sparse linear algebra. It is also used as a building block in other applications such as
betweenness centrality and strongly connected components. It captures the key properties
of irregularity and unpredictability of future memory accesses, which are our main areas of
interest in the UVM context. We found that prior reordering solutions such as RCM [7, 8],
which generally perform well for sparse symmetric matrices, do not perform well for large
directed graphs. Other prior methods such as Gorder [9] are too expensive to be feasible
and also do not outperform RCM significantly for BFS. We propose a lightweight and ef-
fective a graph reordering solution, harmonic locality ordering (HALO), for improving the
locality of graphs in typical traversal-like patterns. Additionally, we demonstrate that there
is a natural overlap between the locality ordering problem and graph compression, and
prior techniques from graph compression such as recursive graph bisection can be suitably
2
adapted to this problem.
Graph compression is a complementary approach that can be used for large graph prob-
lems. Traditional solutions for large graphs rely on distributed or out-of-core processing.
The distributed approach has higher implementation complexity and hardware costs, and
out- of-core processing is bottlenecked by the latency and bandwidth of the interconnect.
With graph compression, one can accommodate larger graphs in GPU memory. The appli-
cation works with compressed data and uses constant local memory to decompress only the
needed portions at runtime. We implement breadth first search (BFS), single source short-
est paths (SSSP), and PageRank (PR) for compressed graphs. The graph traversal pattern
captures many fundamental challenges that arise in graph analytics on GPUs and has broad
utility. While graph compression has been studied extensively in general [5], prior work
has mostly focused on CPUs. This is partly because GPUs are still relatively new, but more
so because the decompression stage is often sequential, irregular, and branch-intensive. At
a high level, compression schemes reduce the storage requirements of repeating or pre-
dictable patterns, and one needs to follow dependent chains during decompression to re-
cover the values. These characteristics do not map well to the GPU architecture. Graph
analytics kernels on GPUs need to be written carefully to achieve high performance. It is
important that threads in this architecture do the same type and amount of work without
diverging too much. Skews in the degree distribution make the mapping of work to threads
in the single instruction multiple threads (SIMT) model difficult. Compression adds an-
other layer of imbalance to this since blocks of compressed data of the same size do not
represent the same number of edges in the graph. Despite these challenges, graph compres-
sion is attractive since a GPU’s internal memory bandwidth is an order of magnitude higher
than the interconnect’s bandwidth. In typical scenarios, graph analytics kernels are mem-
ory bound and the compute resources are under-utilised, which presents an opportunity to
trade off compute resources for memory capacity. Our goal is to decompress the graphs at
runtime as a part of the analytics kernel without severely affecting the performance. That
3
is, we need the decompression to be efficient enough that it can be overlapped with mem-
ory level parallelism afforded by the architecture. In the second half of the dissertation,
we propose a GPU friendly graph compression format and techniques for efficient runtime
decompression on GPUs.
1.1 Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions:
• We formulate the locality ordering problem in semi-external memory as an optimi-
sation problem and show that it is NP-hard.
• We propose a new graph reordering method, HALO (Harmonic Locality Ordering),
that targets data locality and volume of data transfer for traversal of large graphs on
GPUs.
• Real world graphs are often directed and disconnected. These attributes make locality
optimisations difficult for graph traversals. HALO improves the locality of arbitrary
BFS traversals in a semi-external memory model such as one with GPUs and UVM.
• HALO performs better than prior methods such as RCM and can be parallelised as
well as approximated efficiently. Traversals on reordered graphs show speedups in
the range of 1.52x-1.9x. We also identify some optimisations that reduce unnecessary
coherence traffic and lead to an additional 1.85x speedup.
• We create an additional ordering method, BFS-BP, that uses recursive graph bisection
to solve the optimisation problem formulated earlier.
• We present a compressed graph representation, Elias-Fano graph (EFG) format, based
on the Elias-Fano encoding scheme for monotone sequences. Our contribution here
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is the GPU implementation1 for run-time decompression in graph analytics. We im-
plement BFS, SSSP, and PageRank for compressed graphs.
• The key challenge in efficient run-time decompression on GPUs is maintaining a
high degree of parallelism and partitioning the work evenly between threads. This
is achieved by decomposing the problem into smaller high-performance primitives
such as parallel scans and searches.
• The proposal satisfies several desirable criteria such as high decompression through-
put, competitive compression ratio, a priori determination of compression ratio, in-
dependence from the graph’s ordering, and low compression time.
• EFG achieves an average compression ratio of 1.5x over the compressed sparse row
(CSR) format, and breadth first traversals show a speedup of 3.8x over the equivalent
out-of-core CSR implementation.
• Our implementation also achieves a speed-up of 2x over the current state of the art in
GPU based compressed graph traversals by Mo Sha et al. [10] (SIGMOD ’19).
• We show that the EFG encoding is tolerant to pathological graph orderings. While
preprocessing is not needed for EFG to achieve a good compression ratio, locality
friendly orderings can improve the decompression performance further.
1.2 Organisation
The dissertation is organised as follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce the unified memory architecture and its performance char-
acteristics in the context of graph traversals. We review breadth first search and identify the
main issues that contribute to poor performance.
1https://github.com/pgera/efg
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In Chapter 3, we formalise the locality based graph ordering problem as the MinIntra-
BFS problem and prove that it is NP-hard. We also review other related graph ordering
problems and prior work in the area.
In Chapter 4, we show detailed measurements based on hardware and software perfor-
mance counters that shed light on the underlying inefficiencies in the UVM model.
In Chapter 5, we describe two new graph reordering methods, Harmonic Locality Or-
dering (HALO) and BFS-BP, that improve the performance of arbitrary traversals on gen-
eral directed graphs in the UVM setting.
In Chapter 6, we evaluate the effectiveness of different ordering methods. We discuss
the results in detail and show that performance improvements can be tied back to both
profiling data and the objective function from the MinIntraBFS problem.
In Chapter 7, we motivate the graph compression problem and describe the Elias-Fano
encoding scheme which forms the basis for our compressed graph representation.
In Chapter 8, we propose the Elias-Fano graph representation and describe a load-
balanced GPU implementation for run-time decompression in graph analytics. We also
review prior work in the area.
In Chapter 9, we evaluate the proposed graph representation in terms of compression
ratio and decompression time. We also explore the relationship between graph reordering,
compression, and performance.
Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation.
6
CHAPTER 2
TRAVERSALS IN UNIFIED MEMORY
2.1 Motivation
In recent years, several works have proposed methods for doing efficient graph process-
ing on GPUs. Breadth first search (BFS) in particular is often studied as a representa-
tive kernel and is also included in benchmarks such as Parboil [11], Rodinia [12] and
the Graph500 [13] benchmark. The core BFS kernel is also used as a building block in
other graph analytics applications such as betweenness centrality [14] or strongly con-
nected components [15]. Several prior works [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and GPU graph
frameworks [22, 23, 24] cover different optimisations that deal with issues arising due to
load imbalance, uncoalesced memory accesses, or redundant work. The majority of prior
work on graph applications on GPUs assumes that the graph fits in the GPU’s memory. For
larger graphs, there are some works that distribute the graph over multiple GPUs [25, 26]
or between the CPU and the GPU [27].
Recent GPUs support unified virtual memory (UVM) between multiple GPUs and
CPUs. Support for this feature has made it into language specifications such as CUDA [28]
and OpenCL [29], as well as vendor implementations and kernel drivers [30]. UVM
presents a unified abstraction for memory management between several devices, and it
supports oversubscription of device memory. The driver manages on-demand migration of
pages transparently between devices. UVM is attractive for development since the changes
required are generally not very invasive for existing applications, and it makes working
with datasets larger than a single GPU’s memory feasible. While applications such as deep
learning regularly deal with datasets larger than the GPU’s memory, they are explicitly de-
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Figure 2.1: BFS performance measured in billions of Traversed Edges per Second (GTEPS)
for a Titan Xp GPU
Table 2.1: GPU Bandwidth Characteristics
GPU Memory Capacity HtoD Link DtoD Bandwidth HtoD Bandwidth
Titan Xp 12 GB PCI-e 3.0 417.4 GB/s 12.1 GB/s
a time which can be overlapped with computation. This approach does not map naturally
to irregular graph traversal kernels since the data that would be needed in the future is not
known beforehand. Further, an application like BFS has low computational intensity mak-
ing it difficult to overlap computation with data transfers. Hence, most prior work on GPUs
and graph computing deals only with sizes that fit in the GPU’s memory. UVM makes it
possible to use existing GPU graph frameworks for large graphs without extensive changes.
While UVM makes it easy to overprovision memory, the performance is quite poor if
we take an application like BFS and change its cudaMalloc calls to cudaMallocManaged
calls. In Fig. 2.1, we show the BFS performance results, measured in billions of traversed
edges per second (GTEPS), across different graph sizes after minimally modifying Graph-
Big [24] to take advantage of UVM. All the data structures are allocated with UVM. The
results are accumulated over fifty traversals from random sources for each graph. We see
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that performance drops off sharply when the graph sizes exceed the GPU’s memory capac-
ity of 12 GB. The Titan XP card uses the PCI-E 3.0 interface with a peak bandwidth of
12.11 GB/s. We use 64-bit data types, which gives us a theoretical peak GTEPS rate of
1.51. This is a theoretical rate for just transferring data linearly whereas an application like
BFS does highly irregular work as well. We see that the average GTEPS rate for BFS in
the UVM region is 0.24, which is much lower than the theoretical peak, and we would like
to improve its performance. It is also worth noting that this is a memory bound problem
where current optimised parallel CPU implementations [31] will outperform UVM due to
higher DRAM bandwidth. However, faster interconnects like NVLINK have much higher
bandwidth, and newer versions of PCI-E as well as other interconnects like OpenCAPI are
already making their way to products. Additionally, the traversal itself may be a part of
a larger GPU accelerated pipeline with higher computational complexity. Newer architec-
tures with non-volatile memory or storage attached directly to CPUs or GPUs will face
similar challenges. We view this as a forward looking problem that motivates and prepares
for advances in memory systems, interconnects as well as heterogeneous computing. To
that end, we would like to answer the following questions:
• What are the primary factors that impact the performance of large graph traversals in
the UVM model?
• How is the UVM memory hierarchy different from other hierarchies?
• How can we improve the performance of large graph traversals in the context of
UVM?
• How can we compress graphs such that analytics on compressed graphs are still




We use the compressed sparse row (CSR) data format for representing graphs. Since real
world graphs tend to be sparse, the CSR format, which stores the non-zero elements in-
stead of the entire adjacency matrix, is a suitable choice. The CSR format is also popular for
static graphs as one can leverage high performance sparse linear algebra libraries. Dynamic
graphs, which are the outside the scope for this work, would benefit from a different repre-
sentation such as the one used by Hornet [32]. In the CSR data format, a graph G = (V,E)
with node set V and edge set E is stored as three arrays. Through the rest of the paper, we
use the common convention of denoting |V | as n and |E| as m. The first array, vlist, is
of length (n + 1). It consists of row offsets that are used to index the second array. The
second array, elist, is of length m and contains the column indices. For a given vertex
id v, its neighbours can be accessed in the range elist[vlist[v] : vlist[v + 1]]. A
third optional array of size m can be used for storing edge weights. An application such as
BFS may use additional data structures for storing the output or intermediate information.
In our implementation, BFS uses an array vprop for storing vertex property information
such as the level number in the traversal. Throughout this work, we use 64 bit types for
vlist, elist and vprop so that the work accounts for the most general massive graphs.
In practice, it is possible to use either 32 bit types or a combination of 32 bit and 64 bit
types for smaller graphs. Figure 2.2 shows a sample graph and its corresponding CSR
representation.
2.2.2 BFS
Breadth First Search (BFS) is a fundamental graph traversal algorithm that is used as a
building block in other graph algorithms. The algorithm starts graph traversal from a given
source and visits other vertices in the graph in level order. The algorithm has a serial
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complexity ofO(n+m). BFS has been studied extensively, and there are optimised imple-
mentations for GPUs [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Further, the problem can also be expressed as
an iterative sparse matrix vector multiply problem (SpMV) [33]. A simple GPU kernel that
traverses one level in a top-down BFS is presented in Alg. 1. This is called from the host
until stop is false, at which point the BFS tree has been completely explored. Levels are
initialised to∞ for all vertices except the source, which is initialised to 0. We have omitted
the predecessor computation for brevity. A central part of the BFS algorithm is the notion
of a frontier. The vertices in the current frontier explore their neighbours and add them to
the next frontier. This step at line 6 in the algorithm is responsible for bringing in data from
the CPU to the GPU in the UVM setting. Note that the level array is serving as an implicit
frontier here, which is also the vector when you see BFS as SpMV. It is possible to use
different data structures for the frontier along with different strategies for load balancing
the exploration of edges going out of a frontier. These considerations are orthogonal to the
UVM model and can be applied independently. We are mainly concerned with memory
accesses in the elist array at line 6 which remain unchanged as they are a function of
the graph’s topology and ordering.
Algorithm 1 BFS Advance (G, level, curr, stop)
1: for all v ∈ V in parallel do
2: if level[v] == curr then
3: start idx = vlist [v]
4: end idx = vlist [v+1]
5: for all idx ∈ [start idx, end idx) in parallel do
6: nbr = elist[idx]
7: if level[nbr] ==∞ then
8: level[nbr] = curr + 1







Our primary working model for UVM is a semi-external memory one. We cover graphs
whose O(n) structures such as vlist and the level array can fit in the GPU memory
whereas O(m) structures such as elist do not. While unified memory does not preclude
much larger graphs where even these structures do not fit in GPU’s memory, such problems
will likely need additional work to achieve efficient solutions. For general external memory
BFS, we refer the reader to theoretical work in the area [1]. With current GPU memory
capacity trends, the semi-external model still scales to billion node graphs. All the graphs
are treated as unweighted since we are primarily concerned with BFS.
2.3 Data Access Pattern
Since the graphs that we want to work with are larger than the GPU’s memory, data is
transferred between the host and device on demand at runtime. The bandwidth between
the host and the GPU is much lower than the GPU’s internal bandwidth. In Table 2.1, we
can see that the external bandwidth is 34X lower than the internal bandwidth. Further, the
effective bandwidth is inversely proportional to the chunk size of transfers. Since unified
memory is a page fault handling mechanism, transfers happen at page granularity (4 KB)
or multiples thereof. The runtime uses prefetching and batch processing of page faults to
mitigate the high latency of transfers [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. However, this has side
effects such as read/write amplification, thrashing, and evictions which are exacerbated in
cases of irregular applications like graph traversal. We look at some simple examples in
our sample graph from Fig. 2.2 to highlight the factors that impact performance.
Dependence on the Source Node: Consider a BFS from source node 0 in the sample
graph in Fig. 2.2. We assume that elist is larger than GPU memory and paged in on demand
from the host. We show the progress of the traversal in 2.2(c). The shaded blocks in elist
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Figure 2.2: A sample graph, its CSR representation, and BFS access pattern from different
sources
from a different source node 1, whose accesses are also denoted in the 2.2(d). The first BFS
from node 0 is the ideal case for UVM as all the accesses in elist move contiguously
in one direction with time. This leads to fewer page transfers, good page replacement
decisions and better prefetch performance due to the predictability of accesses. The second
traversal from node 1, however, access non-contiguous locations. This is a small example,
but in a large graph, such accesses could span several pages, leading to multiple page
transfers with a low ratio of useful data, thrashing and poor accuracy for the prefetcher. We
make the following observation: The source node in a BFS affects the locality of accesses.
We have no control over the source. Our goal is to optimise traversals from arbitrary source
nodes.
Dependence on Graph Ordering: Consider a different ordering of the same sample
graph as show in Fig. 2.3 and a BFS traversal from source node 0. The access pattern of
words in elist is very different from the contiguous pattern in Fig. 2.2(c) although it is the
same traversal. We make the following observation: A graph’s ordering affects the locality
of accesses in a BFS traversal. If a frontier’s nodes are close to each other in their labels,
as they are in Fig. 2.2(c), the exploration of their neighbourhoods would have good locality
in elist in the next iteration.
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Figure 2.3: elist accesses for BFS from node 0 in an alternate graph order for the same
graph as Fig. 2.2
cality of accesses in elist. For example, a traversal from node 5 in the original graph
would not explore any additional nodes, but would traverse the entire graph in the undi-
rected version since there is only one connected component. This is an important distinc-
tion because an ordering that optimises undirected graphs does not necessarily optimise
directed ones. This is also why degree based metrics are inadequate for directed graphs.
The degree of a node in an undirected graph can be a good measure of connectedness and
reachability. However, in directed graphs, not only do we have separate in and out degrees,
neither is a good indicator of broader reachability since the degree only looks at connectiv-
ity one hop away. For example, a node may have high in-degree and out-degree, but if we
look beyond the immediate neighbours, this node may not be reachable from portions of
the graph at all.
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Table 2.2: Graphs used in this work
Graph Category Vertices Edges
soc-livejournal (d) Social Network 4.85 M 68.99 M
orkut (u) Social Network 3.07 M 234.37 M
friendster (u) Social Network 65.61 M 3.61 B
twitter (d) Social Network 41.65 M 1.47 B
it-2004 (d) web crawl 41.2 M 1.15 B
gsh-2015-h (d) web host graph 68.66 M 1.80 B
sk-2005 (d) web crawl 65.61 M 1.95 B
uk-2007 (d) web crawl 105.22 M 3.74 B
moliere-2016 (u) Bio Hypothesis 30.22 M 6.68 B
kron (27,28,29,30) kronecker 2scale |V | x 16
unrand (u) Erdos-Renyi 134.22 M 4.29 B
2.4 Graph Selection
We use several large real world and synthetic graphs spanning web crawls [42, 43, 44], so-
cial networks [45] and a biological hypothesis network [46]. These graphs generally have
a small diameter, high clustering, and scale-free degree distributions. As a counterpoint
to such graphs, we also include one uniformly random Erdos-Renyi graph [47], where our
goal is to show that locality based optimisations are dependent on the graph structure and
do not extend to graphs such as uniformly random graph. Our graphs include a mix of di-
rected and indirected graphs. For the directed graphs, we also show results for symmetrised
version of the same graph. These graphs are noted with the sym suffix. Directed graphs are




Given that BFS has a low computational complexity, we are primarily memory bound,
and the inefficiencies of the UVM model indicate that from an algorithmic standpoint,
the main avenues for improvements in this area are reducing the volume of data transfer
and improving the efficiency of transfers. There are broadly three ways to improve the
performance:
1. Change the algorithm to do less work
2. Reorder the graph
3. Compress the graph
Direction optimising BFS [20] is a solution in the first category that reduces the number
of edges visited. Such solutions can be applied independently. We cover the reordering
problem here and cover graph compression in Chapter 7. Based on the observations in
Sec. 2.3, there are two desirable properties that we seek in an ordering:
1. The labels of nodes within a frontier are close to each other
2. The labels of nodes across successive frontiers are close to each other
When combined, these two properties lead to a pattern similar to the one we saw in
Fig. 2.2(c). For the first property, we formulate the problem as follows: For a general
directed unweighted graph, we define the MinIntraBFS ordering as the ordering that min-










where π is the ordering function, u1..u|level| are the nodes in each level of the traversal
such that π(ui) < π(ui+1), and c is a cost function. That is, we seek to lower the gaps be-
tween node labels within any frontier from any source node in the graph. This formulation
ends up being quite close to other graph ordering problems such as the minimum linear (or
log) arrangement problem (MinLinA/MinLogA) [48, 49] and the minimum linear (or log)
Gap Arrangement (MinLinGapA/MinLogGapA) [49] problems. The MinLinA problem,
which is the oldest of these problems, was originally suggested as a model for VLSI layout
optimisation. The goal in MinLinA is to find a permutation for vertex labels that would re-
duce the total length of edges if the graph were laid out on a linear axis with vertices pegged
at their respective labels. The objective function in MinLinA is
∑
(u,v)∈E |π(u)−π(v)|. The
gap based variations on the other hand are motivated by graph compression. They aim to
reduce the gaps between labels of neighbours so that neighbour lists can be compressed
efficiently. The neighbour lists are represented as a list of successive gaps, and the gaps are
further encoded using an efficient code. The original list can be recovered by computing
a prefix sum over the gaps. Since smaller gaps are preferable for encoding, the overall
objective is to minimise such gaps. While the linear versions of these problems assume an
identity cost, the log versions are motivated more directly by the binary encoding of gaps.
All these problems are known to be NP-hard. Recently, Dhulipala et al. [50] proposed
a new model called the bipartite minimum logarithmic arrangement (BiMLogA) problem
that generalises both MinLogA and MinLogGapA. If the cost function c is identity or log,
we can show that MinIntraBFS problem is also NP-hard.
3.1 MinIntraBFS
Theorem 1. MinIntraBFS (log cost) is NP-hard
Proof. We prove this by reducing an instance of the BiMLogA problem, which is NP-
hard, to the MinIntraBFS problem. The BiMLogA [50] problem is defined as follows: Let
G = (Q ∪D,E) be an undirected unweighted bipartite graph with disjoint sets of vertices
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Q and D representing query and data vertices. The goal is to find a permutation, π, of data






where degq is the degree of query vertex q ∈ Q, and q’s neighbors are u1, . . . , udegq
with π(u1) < ... < π(udegq). Given an instance of BiMLogA, create a new graph G′ =
(Q∪D,E ′), where each undirected edge inE becomes a one-way directed edge inE ′ from
Q to D. Notice that solving MinIntraBFS on G′ solves BiMLogA on G. This is because
when a node in D is the source for a traversal, its out-degree is zero and does not contribute
to the cost in C. When a node in Q is the source, each of the traversals is just one level
deep with the source at the root level and its neighbours in D at the next. Since the cost
looks at gaps between adjacent nodes in a level, the nodes from Q do not contribute to the
cost as they are isolated in their respective root levels. Thus, the final cost is the same as
the cost of BiMLogA for G. Since the nodes from Q do not appear in the cost, they can
be moved away to one side in the permutation without increasing the total cost. Thus, we
have solved BiMLogA for G, which proves the claim of the theorem.
The identity cost version can be proved similarly. We can also reduce in the other
direction. That is, we can go from MinIntraBFS to BiMLogA. We pursue this approach
in more detail in Sec. 5.2, where we create an ordering method, BFS-BP, that optimises
the MinIntraBFS cost function. BFS-BP is based on the recursive bisection algorithm, BP,
proposed by Dhulipala et al. [50].
The second desirable property of reducing gaps across BFS levels is more challenging
to formulate succinctly. For two successive levels of sizes |p| and |q|, we get |p||q| cross
terms for pairwise gaps between nodes in these levels. Further, we may need to account
for gaps beyond just successive levels. Accounting for inter-level gaps would lead to an
explosion of terms. We do not pursue inter-level gaps further in this work. The actual cost
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is also different from a log or identity cost in practice. The cost function depends on the
out-degree distribution in the graph as well as the memory hierachy’s characteristics. This
is also where the UVM hierarchy differs from, for example, cache and DRAM. The unit of
data transfers in UVM is a page (4 KB). If two nodes are relatively close in their labels, their
neighbourhoods in elist may fall on the same page. On the other hand, they may not
fall on the same cache line. The cost does not grow proportionately with the gap. Rather,
it behaves like a step function. Once we exceed the page boundary, two neighbourhood
accesses will fall on two pages, no matter how far the labels end up being. Despite these
simplifications, we show in Sec. 6.2 that the MinIntraBFS (log cost) model correlates well
with overall performance and data transfer volume. Given the large granularity of transfers,
we believe that our ordering methods would also benefit other similar architectures (e.g.,
non-volatile or solid state storage).
The main reordering algorithm proposed in this work, HALO (Harmonic Locality Or-
dering) (Sec. 5.1), uses a geometric measure for ordering instead of optimising the cost
function directly. Nevertheless, it reduces the MinIntraBFS cost as well as application run-
time (Sec. 6). The other proposed method, BFS-BP (Sec. 5.2), is based on optimising the
cost function directly. All the reordering methods considered in this work are offline meth-
ods. Some prior works treat reordering as an online step [51], but their primary workloads
have higher complexity than BFS. Any reordering scheme that scans the graph ends up be-
ing as expensive as BFS asymptotically making any proposal for online reordering rather
difficult. An ideal reordering scheme in the context of this problem should strive to achieve
similar costs as BFS to be practical. Before we describe our proposed solutions, we review
related work in the area and also look at a few key metrics from our profiling experiments
to better understand the inefficiencies in the UVM model.
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Table 3.1: Related Work
Reordering Method Use Case
RCM [7, 8] Bandwidth Minimisation
Shingle [49], Slashburn [52],
BP [50], LLP [53], BFS [54] Graph Compression
Gorder [9], Norder [55],
RabbitOrder [51], GRO [56],
Degree Based [57, 58, 59],
EmptyHeaded [60]
Locality Optimisation
METIS [61] Graph Partitioning
3.2 Related Work
There is a large body of work on graph reordering that spans sparse matrix optimisations,
locality optimisations, graph partitioning, and graph compression. We list some of these
in Table 3.1. Many sparse matrix computations benefit from reordering. The goal of re-
ordering in these cases is to reduce fill-in in direct solvers or to improve the locality in
iterative solvers. Since BFS can be expressed as SpMV, it seems natural to apply similar
techniques. The Cuthill-McKee (CM) algorithm [7] and the related reverse Cuthill-McKee
(RCM) algorithm [8] are commonly used for reducing the bandwidth of symmetric sparse
matrices. RCM is also interesting because the ordering method itself does a variation of
BFS traversal. Wei et al. [9] make the observation that sibling relationships between ver-
tices are crucial to locality, and they propose Gorder to reduce CPU cache misses. Gorder’s
performance for BFS was comparable to RCM in their evaluations. We found that Gorder
has a high runtime cost, and we were not able to use it for graphs at our scale. Norder [55]
uses (in-)degree + neighbourhood for ordering. As we showed in Sec. 5.1.5, degree can be
treated as a first order approximation of harmonic centrality. Norder also looks at neigh-
bours two hops away rather than just immediate neighbours. However, any depth greater
than one increases the reordering time asymptotically. A few other schemes also use vari-
ations of degree based sorting and clustering [57, 58, 56, 59]. Empty-Headed [60] uses
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a hybrid BFS and degree based sorting that is similar to RCM. Rabbit Order [51] is a re-
ordering scheme based on community detection for page-rank like applications. It works
on undirected graphs, and the performance for BFS is comparable to RCM in the authors’
results. We found that a lot of reordering methods target the locality of vertex property
structures (i.e., the vector in SpMV like formulation). These methods help in improving
the temporal locality of properties such as page-rank or distance values of nodes. They do
not benefit accesses in elist in our semi-external memory model. There is no temporal
reuse of edges in a BFS. Various graph compression methods [49, 52, 50, 53, 54] help with
locality in general, although the goals are somewhat different. Graph partitioning methods
such as the ones used by METIS [61] are also employed in distributed computing scenar-
ios. The goal in partitioning is to reduce the communication costs and to improve load
imbalance. This does not map to our model directly as there is only a single compute node
that cannot keep a partition in memory across iterations. There are also disk based methods
like GraphChi [2], which uses a sharding technique for improving locality. These methods
also work better for iterative convergent algorithms like page-rank that need to access the





We compare the volume of data transferred over the interconnect (i.e., from the host to the
GPU) to the ideal volume that needs to be transferred for doing a breadth first traversal. The
ideal volume is the volume of data that would be transferred if the GPU’s memory were
large enough to hold the data and the unit of transfer were a single edge. In other words, it
is the number of edges traversed times the unit edge size. The ideal transfer size is upper
bounded by the graph size since the BFS can traverse each edge at most once, although it
can be lower if the traversal doesn’t touch the entire graph. This can be the case for directed
graphs or undirected graphs with multiple connected components. We show the results in
Fig. 4.1, where we see that on average we transfer 2.3x the volume of data when we do
traversals in the UVM model.
4.2 Prefetches
A portion of the total data transfer volume can be ascribed to prefetches. Traditional cache-
line prefetchers perform poorly in prefetching dependent irregular access patterns such as
those seen in graph traversals. However, the prefetcher in a unified memory system oper-
ates under different conditions. The interconnect has very high latency, and small transfers
are extremely inefficient. Hence, GPU page faults are handled in batches, which are called
page fault groups in NVIDIA’s terminology [36, 37, 38, 39]. When the GPU raises a page
fault exception, the driver handles the pending page faults in the group. While faults are
being handled, the GPU is not allowed to raise more exceptions. Instead, it pushes the
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Figure 4.2: Data transfer and runtime metrics for BFS with prefetch disabled for Titan Xp




















Once Twice Thrice Four times Five or more times
Figure 4.3: Distribution of the number of times the same pages are fetched from host to
device due to evictions. Note that the first two graphs fit in memory.
exception again which starts the processing of the next group. The prefetcher uses heuris-
tics to transfer more pages than requested based on the faulting addresses of the pages in
the group. We see that disabling the prefetcher in an attempt to reduce the amount of data
transferred hurts performance severely. In Fig. 4.2, we see that disabling the prefetcher
reduces the data transfer size to 0.65x the baseline on average. However, it increases the
total runtime to 4.15x times the baseline.
4.3 Evictions
The poor locality of accesses in graph applications also makes page replacement decisions
challenging. In the current implementation for NVIDIA GPUs, evictions happen at a 2 MB
granularity. When a new page needs to be mapped in, a 2 MB victim region is selected for
eviction, and any 4 KB pages mapped in the region are evicted. The eviction follows an age
based LRU policy. It is different from traditional LRU in that it tracks the timing of page
allocations rather than page accesses by the GPU. When the GPU requests a page from the
host due to a GPU page fault, the host promotes its corresponding 2 MB region to the MRU
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position. Conversely, the pages in the 2 MB region from the LRU position are evicted. We
confirmed this high level mechanism from the UVM driver’s source code. In Fig. 4.3, we
plot the distribution of 4KB pages that are fetched from host to device for the baseline
UVM based BFS implementation from Fig. 2.1. We see that it is extremely common for a
large fraction of pages to be fetched multiple times. These pages are originally fetched as
either demand loads or prefetches, but are evicted due to capacity constraints, only to be




5.1 Harmonic Locality Ordering (HALO)
There are two primary challenges with reordering a graph for efficient accesses in an arbi-
trary BFS traversal: i) The source node for BFS is not known beforehand, and ii) Directed
graphs make reordering challenging since the locality of accesses is highly dependent on
the directionality of edges. If the source vertex for the BFS traversal were known before-
hand, one could label the vertices in the graph in the order in which they are actually visited
during the BFS starting with the source as vertex 0. The sample graph in Fig. 2.2 is in fact
labelled in BFS order from node 0. Hence, it is not surprising that it has good locality of
accesses in elist for that particular traversal. As we discussed in section 2.3, this does
not extend to other traversals. Our main contribution is that we devise effective and effi-
cient heuristics based on centrality scores to create an ordering. We describe our solution
in stages as we refine it towards the final ordering algorithm.
5.1.1 Connected Undirected Graphs
For simplicity, let us consider undirected graphs with a single connected component and
ignore any costs of reordering for the time being. We would like to place the nodes in BFS
frontiers close to each other in their ordering, but we do not know the source beforehand.
Instead of a particular source, let us consider all the sources as the cost in equation 3.1
suggests. If we do a BFS from every source, we would know when a node is visited in
each of these traversals. Some nodes are likely to be discovered sooner than the others on
average if we look at all possible sources. If we were to create this distribution, we can use
this heuristic to order the graph starting with the node that is most likely to be discovered.
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Formally, for each node, we can compute
c(x) =
1∑
y 6=x d(y, x)
(5.1)
where d(y, x) is the shortest distance from a different node y to x. This is, in fact, a
centrality metric known as closeness centrality [62, 63] that is used in network and social
analysis. A node with high closeness centrality is close to all other nodes in the graph since
it has a lower average distance from other nodes. In other words, it is likely to be discovered
soon in an arbitrary BFS. The node with the highest c(x) can be ordered first followed by
the next highest c(x) and so on in this ordering scheme. The interesting relation is that we
can go from a spatial metric in the graph (i.e, distance of a vertex from others) to temporal
aspects of the traversal algorithm (i.e., when a vertex is likely to be in a frontier) back to
spatial aspects of the graph’s storage (i.e., how to lay out the node labels).
5.1.2 Efficiency Considerations
Computing the closeness centrality in unweighted graphs reduces to performing a BFS
from each node, which amounts to O(n(n + m)). As a preprocessing step, this is im-
practical. Instead, we can sample the starting nodes. If we choose k nodes uniformly at
random as starting nodes, and use these samples to compute the closeness centrality values,
Eppstein et al. [64] show that for a graph with diameter d and an error term ε, the inverse
centrality can be approximated to within an additive error of εd if k is Θ(logn/ε2). Since real
world graphs such as social networks have a small diameter [65], the approximation works
well in practice for such cases. The total complexity of this scheme in unweighted graphs
is the cost of doing BFS from each of the sampled nodes, which gives usO((n+m)logn/ε2).
Further, each of these sampling BFSes can be done in parallel since they are independent.
This is in addition to the parallelism in each individual BFS.
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5.1.3 Directed and Disconnected Graphs
Notice that closeness centrality is only defined for undirected and connected graphs. Since
distances are summed, directionality as well disconnectedness introduces infinities in the
mix. For example, consider a node that can only be reached from a few nodes. The distance
of such a node from all other nodes is infinite, and trying to compute the closeness centrality
from equation 5.1 would collapse the entire term. Instead of summing distances, we sum







While this looks similar to 5.1, notice that taking the reciprocal of distances before sum-
ming them makes it a harmonic sum rather than an arithmetic one. This deals with the
problem of infinite distances elegantly as it doesn’t collapse the term. This centrality met-
ric has been termed as harmonic centrality [66, 67, 68, 69] and is relatively new compared
to the previous closeness metric. We can use the same sampling based approximation
method from closeness centrality, and Eppstein et al.’s bounds still apply [70]. The first
variant of our ordering scheme, called HALO-I hereafter, orders the nodes of a graph in
descending order of their harmonic centrality scores. The algorithm for calculating approx-
imate harmonic centralities is presented in Alg. 2. In Fig. 5.1, we show how the original
sample graph from Fig. 2.2 is permuted by this algorithm. The centrality scores are denoted
outside the nodes with explicit calculation shown for node 2. Node 3 is the one with the
highest harmonic centrality, followed by nodes 5 and 6. Hence they get labelled as nodes
0-2 in the reordered graph. The rationale is that node 3 in the original graph is central for
an arbitrary BFS and likely to be discovered soon.
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Algorithm 2 HALO-I (Approximate Harmonic Centrality)
Require: G = (V,E), a sample parameter k > 1
Ensure: harm[n] array of size n with centrality scores
1: for i = 0 to k do
2: source[i] = get random vertex()
2: levels[i][] = BFS(G, source[i])
3: end for
4: for j = 0 to |V | do
5: harm[j] = 0
6: for i = 0 to k do
7: // Skip zero level values (source nodes)
8: if (level[i][j] != 0) then




13: for i = 0 to k do
14: // Scale values for source nodes that were skipped
15: harm[source[i]] = (k * harm[source[i]] ) / (k-1)
16: end for
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Figure 5.1: Graph reordering with HALO. HALO-I orders in descending order of cen-
tralities. HALO-II additionally orders the neighbours of nodes before moving to the next
centrality score
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5.1.4 Biasing with Neighbourhood
While HALO-I gives us centrality scores, these scores can be the same or very close for
nodes that may be in different parts of the graph. Since our primary problem is to optimise
locality for traversals, we make a modification where we bias the labelling to favour (out-
)neighbours of nodes that we think are likely to be discovered soon. The modification is
that instead of going in strict descending order of centralities for labelling, at each step we
also try to label the neighbourhood of nodes wherever possible. This variant is described
in Alg. 3 and called HALO-II hereafter. The ordering becomes a nested loop where the
outer one (line 2) goes in centrality order, and the inner one (line 6) labels the unlabelled
neighbours of nodes. In this scheme, some such neighbours may already have been labelled
earlier, either because they have higher centralities themselves, or because they are neigh-
bours of nodes with higher centralities. Such nodes would be skipped. We also show how
this changes the ordering in our running example in Fig. 5.1. When node 4 in the original
graph is labelled as node 5, HALO-II labels its neighbour (node 7 in the original graph)
next. Hence, labels 6 and 7 are swapped in the two variants. This method is still making a
single pass over the graph where each edge is visited only once. So it does not increase the
cost asymptotically.
Algorithm 3 HALO-II (Biasing with Neighbourhood)
Require: G = (V,E), harm[n] calculated in Alg. 2
Ensure: A bijection φ : V → V
1: count = 0
2: for all u ∈ V in descending order of centrality scores do
3: if φ[u] not valid then
4: φ[u] = count++
5: end if
6: for all v ∈ V such that (u,v) ∈ E do
7: if φ[v] not valid then





5.1.5 Degree Based Ordering as a Special Case
We described the process of approximating harmonic centrality by sampling BFSes in
Alg. 2. It is possible to avoid this step with a trade-off in accuracy. We can look at harmonic
centrality of a node in equation 5.2 as sum of terms with a decay function. The higher order
terms have their weights discounted by a factor equal to the distance they are away from
the node [71]. The first term in the harmonic centrality of a node is the number of nodes
that are at distance one, which is its (in-)degree. The second term is the number of nodes at
distance two, but this term is scaled by the factor 2. The third term is scaled by a factor 3,
and so on. This means that we can get a first order approximation of the centrality from its
(in-)degree, and we can replace the step of sampling BFSes with this approximation. We
evaluate these simplifications for both the variants of our ordering algorithms in Chapter. 6.
5.2 Recursive Graph Bisection (BFS-BP)
We create an additional ordering method, BFS-BP, based on the optimisation of the ob-










The idea is to reduce MinIntraBFS to the BiMLogA problem, and leverage the recursive
bisection algorithm, BP [50], for BiMLogA. Note that we are using log as the cost function
c in this reduction. The BiMLogA formulation seeks to reduce gaps between the data nodes
(D) in a bipartite graph consisting of query (Q) and data nodes (D). BiMLogA seeks to






To use this formulation, we add a query node for each level of a BFS from each source,
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and we add edges from the query node to the nodes in the respective BFS level. In Fig. 5.2,
we show a sample graph and the corresponding BiMLogA graph that we need to create in






(a) Sample graph (b) Reduction to BIMLogA graph
0 1 2 3 4
Query
Data
Figure 5.2: Reduction from MinIntraBFS to BiMLogA. When node 2 is the source, {0,4}
and {1,3} are the level sets. We add one query node for each set along with the correspond-
ing edges to the data nodes. The same process is followed for a BFS from each source
We outline the main aspects of the algorithm here, and refer the reader to BP [50, 72]
for more details. The algorithm follows the Kernighan-Lin [73] heuristic for recursive
graph bisection. The set D of data nodes is split into into two sets, V 1 and V 2, and
a computational cost of the partition is defined. Next, the algorithm exchanges pairs of
vertices in V 1 and V 2 in order to improve the cost. For every vertex v ∈ D, a move gain,
which is the difference of the cost after moving v from its current set to another one, is
computed. Then the vertices of V 1 and V 2 are sorted in the decreasing order of the gains
to produce lists S1 and S2. The lists S1 and S2 are traversed in order and pairs of vertices
are exchanged if the sum of their move gains is positive. This describes a single iteration,
and the same step continues for a fixed number of iterations or until a convergence criterion
is met. The algorithm continues recursively on the newly created partitions. The cost of
the partition, which guides the move gains in BP, is defined as follows: For every vertex
q ∈ Q, let deg1(q) = |(q, v) : v ∈ V 1|, that is, the number of adjacent vertices in set V 1;














where n1 is |V1| and n2 is |V2|. The cost estimates the number of bits needed for coding
the gaps between vertex labels using binary coding. This follows from the fact that if
the neighbours of q ∈ Q are uniformly distributed in the final arrangement of V 1 and
V 2, then the the average gap between consecutive numbers in the q’s adjacency list is
gap1 := n1/(deg1(q) + 1) and gap2 := n2/(deg2(q) + 1) for V 1 and V 2 respectively.
The cost of running BP on a graph is O(m log n+ n log2 n) [50]. However, in order to
create the BiMLogA graph, we need to do a BFS from every source, which isO(n(n+m)),
and the resultant BiMLogA graph would have O(n2) edges since we add O(n) edges for
each BFS. This is again not practical as a preprocessing step. Similar to sampling strategy





We compare the performance impact of different ordering schemes in two different experi-
ments. From the ordering methods in prior works, we use RCM and BP in our evaluations.
RCM is either the best, or close to the best performing ordering for BFS in prior works [9,
51], and BP is competitive for graph compression metrics. RCM is used for reducing the
bandwidth of sparse symmetric matrices (i.e., undirected graphs). For directed graphs, we
use RCM on the symmetrised version (i.e., A+AT ) of the graph. In the first experiment, as
shown in Fig. 6.1, we look at the performance of 50 different traversals performed one at
a time from random sources. In Fig. 6.2, we also look at the performance of multi-source
BFS traversals where each kernel does 10 different traversals from random sources at the
same time. This is meant to simulate patterns seen in applications like betweenness cen-
trality [14, 74], all pairs shortest paths, or BFS in large diameter graphs [75], where instead
of a single frontier, multiple frontiers progress at the same time. The reordering methods
compared are natural ordering (baseline), random ordering, the two HALO variants and
their first order approximations to (in-)degree, BP [50], RCM [7], and BFS-BP. For the
sampling based approximation in HALO and BFS-BP, we used 20 BFS traversals from
different and unrelated random sources.
6.1 Speedup
We first discuss the results in Fig. 6.1. The ordering methods are arranged in increasing
order of average performance. The baseline’s ordering is natural ordering. There is often
some locality in natural ordering, which depends on the process used for generating the
graph. For example, the web graphs in this collection are ordered based on the lexico-


















Baseline (natural ordering) Random In-Degree In-Degree + Neighbour RCM BP BFS-BP HALO-I HALO-II
graph > mem sizegraph fits
Figure 6.1: Single-source BFS performance for different graph orderings relative to natural
ordering on a Titan Xp GPU. Results are accumulated over 50 traversals from random
sources. Geomean reported for graphs larger than memory capacity.
is highly dependent on the original ordering. The two synthetic graphs, kron 27 and
unrand, don’t have a natural ordering, and their baseline is the same as random ordering.
Since unrand is a uniformly random graph, it does not benefit from any ordering scheme.
The random ordering destroys any existing locality in other graphs and leads to an average
slowdown of 65%. The simple in-degree based ordering scheme also leads to an aver-
age 31% slowdown. However, with the addition of immediate neighbour heuristic to the
in-degree scheme, the performance improves, but only for undirected graphs. It performs
poorly for directed graphs, and the overall average speedup is 1.1x. Next, RCM and BP
perform better than in-degree + neighbour, but the performance for directed graphs is again
variable with better results for undirected graphs. Overall, RCM and BP show speedups
of 1.25x and 1.26x, respectively. BFS-BP performs more consistently across both directed
and undirected graphs, but does not outperform RCM for undirected graphs. This is con-
sistent with prior works which find RCM to perform well for undirected graphs. BFS-BP’s
overall speedup is 1.27x. Finally, HALO-I and HALO-II show an overall speedup of 1.38x
and 1.54x, respectively. BP, BFS-BP, and HALO are consistent across the datasets in that
they perform at least as well as the baseline for every case. Since the original graph may




















Baseline (natural ordering) Random In-Degree In-Degree + Neighbour RCM BP BFS-BP HALO-I HALO-II
Figure 6.2: Multi-source BFS performance for different graph orderings relative to natural
ordering on a Titan Xp GPU. Each kernel does a BFS from 10 random sources at the same
time.
trends for the multi-source BFS experiment in Fig. 6.2 are similar with BFS-BP, HALO-I,
and HALO-II achieving speedups of 1.42x, 1.55x, and 1.7x, respectively. There are two
graphs at the left end that exhibit larger swings in performance. The twitter d graph
fits in memory on its own, but with the additional metadata needed for storing BFS levels
for multiple sources, it starts to exceed the GPU’s memory. Reordering the graph manages
to keep the accesses largely in-memory. This leads to a more pronounced speedup. This
effect diminishes once the graphs become larger, and the overall trend becomes similar to
Fig. 6.1.
To demonstrate the results visually, we show the distribution of active nodes with the
passage of time in Fig. 6.3. The vertical axis plots increasing level numbers from top to
bottom, and the horizontal axis plots the vertex ids active at each level. For the directed
uk web graph, we can clearly see that the active nodes within the levels as well as across
the levels follow the desirable “staircase” pattern when the graph is ordered with HALO-II.
BFS-BP on the other hand manages to reduce the overall spread of active vertices within
levels, as evidenced by the gap at the right end, but does not outperform HALO-II. RCM
fails to improve over baseline for the directed graph. For the undirected friendster graph,
both RCM and HALO-II achieve good results whereas BFS-BP falls behind the others.
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Baseline RCM BFS-BP HALO-II
com-friendster (u)
uk-2007-05 (d)
Figure 6.3: Distribution of active nodes across different frontiers of the traversal
6.2 Data Transfer Volume and Log Gap Cost
The results show that the performance improvements due to reordering are strongly cor-
related with the reduction in data transfer volume. Earlier in Sec. 4, we observed that the
baseline ordering causes read amplification of 2.31x over the expected ideal transfer vol-
ume. In Fig. 6.4, we see that HALO-II reduces this amplification from 2.31x to 1.42x.
BFS-BP and RCM manage to reduce it to 1.72x and 1.8x, respectively. We also compare
the average log gap between nodes within a BFS level in Fig. 6.5. This is the MinItraBFS
cost from Sec. 3, Eq. 3.1 for the evaluated traversals. Once again, we see that HALO-II
achieves the lowest average log gap cost, which is consistent with the volume of data trans-
fer in Fig. 6.4 as well as performance trends in Fig. 6.1. The degree of improvement in the
log gap cost is also a good indicator of improvement in performance. We see that graphs
like the uk-2007-05(d) show a significant reduction in the log gap cost, but the cost is
relatively unchanged in unrand. Although BFS-BP is designed to minimise the log gap
cost explicitly, it is still an approximate solution with simplifying assumptions. For exam-
ple, the cost of the partition in Eq. 5.5 assumes that neighbours of q ∈ Q are uniformly
distributed in the final arrangement. We also using sampling as an additional simplification





































Baseline (natural ordering) RCM BFS-BP HALO-II
graph > mem sizegraph
fits










Average log2(gap) between adjacent nodes within a BFS level
Baseline (natural ordering) RCM BFS-BP HALO-II
Figure 6.5: Average log gap (i.e., MinIntraBFS cost; lower is better) between nodes within












































































4 samples 16 samples 32 samples 64 samples 256 samples
Figure 6.6: Sensitivity to Number of Samples for HALO-II
6.3 Sample Size Sensitivity and Reordering Overhead
The practicality of using harmonic centrality as a tool for graph reordering hinges on the
number of sample BFS traversals that are needed for approximating it. For the experiments
in Fig. 6.1, we used 20 random samples. We now vary the sample parameter systemati-
cally from 2 to 256 and measure the performance of BFS on reordered graphs in Fig. 6.6.
The result show that performance saturates around 32 samples for these graphs with neg-
ligible improvement beyond that. These graphs are in the 100M node range (Section 2.4).
Eppstein et al.’s bounds [64] on approximate closeness centrality and the extension to har-
monic centralities [70] show Θ(logn/ε2) samples as sufficient for an additive error bound
of εd. From our sampling sensitivity results, they saturate in performance much sooner
than the bounds (i.e., more like log n rather than Θ(logn/ε2)). There are a few likely reasons
for this. One is that we are using centralities indirectly for ordering. Specifically, we are
using a relative ordering of centralities. So the absolute error in centrality values is less
relevant for our case. Further, since UVM is a page fault handling mechanism, we benefit
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from locality improvements at a coarse granularity and are more tolerant to errors at a finer
level.
Sequential Costs: The cost of both the variants of HALO is asymptoticallyO(logn/ε2(n+
m)) since sorting centralities is O(n log n) and the second variant in Alg. 3 is just a scan
over the graph (O(n + m)). The cost of RCM is O(m) [76]. This does not include the
cost of finding pseudo peripheral nodes, which is an essential additional step in RCM. We
are not aware of bounds on finding pseudo peripheral nodes, but various methods [77, 78,
79] have been proposed for pruning the number of additional BFSes needed. BFS-BP costs
O(kn log n+ n log2 n) if we use k sample BFSes since each BFS adds O(n) edges.
Parallelisation: The computation of approximate harmonic centralities is trivially par-
allel since the sample BFSes are completely independent and each BFS can also be paral-
lelised. In contrast, the additional BFSes needed for finding pseudo peripheral nodes for
RCM are dependent in nature. Parallelising RCM itself is also challenging [80]. We note
that the additional pass over the graph in HALO-II (Alg. 3) is sequential in our current
implementation. BFS-BP follows recursive parallelism where each partition becomes an
independent subtask, but processing within a partition is still serial.
Runtime: Since we did not have uniformly optimised and parallel versions of the dif-
ferent ordering methods, we do not compare the raw runtimes. We used the boost library’s
implementation for RCM, which was slow and took several hours. We used the PISA
framework [72, 81] for BP. It uses TBB for parallelization, and solving BFS-BP with 20
BFS samples took roughly one hour for the graphs in this work on a 44 core Broadwell
server. Reordering with HALO-I and HALO-II generally took minutes to tens of minutes.
6.4 Scaling with Graph500 Graphs
We perform scaling experiments with Kronecker graphs that are generated per Graph500
specifications using the gapbs framework [82]. These graphs have 2scale nodes and m =
















































Figure 6.7: Scaling with Kronecker graphs. Number denotes the scale where n = 2scale
and m = 16× n
the undirected case since we hit our system’s host memory limit (256 GB) at that scale. We
see a consistent speed-up of around 1.8-1.9x for all the cases.
6.5 Additional Optimisations
In the current implementation for UVM in NVIDIA GPUs, the pages allocated with UVM
only exist in a single device’s page table at a time. All memory is assumed to be read-
write (RW) conservatively. The runtime does not have any transparent fine-grained copy-
on-write mechanisms. When RW pages need to be evicted from the GPU, they need to
be transferred and mapped in the host’s page table. This is a blocking operation which
effectively doubles the data transfer volume since everything that is transferred from host to
device is also transferred back for a large enough data set due to evictions. Our application
is clearly segregated between read only (RO) structures: elist and vlist, and RW
structures vprop for storing level numbers. This allows up to pass a read-only memadvise
hint for the RO structures. The GPU create copies of such pages and drops them freely
on eviction instead of waiting for them to be transferred back to the host. This leads to
an overall speedup of 1.85x due to the approximate halving of data moved over PCI-e.



























































































Baseline HALO II + memadvise
1.51
PCI-E roofline
graph fits graph > mem size
Figure 6.8: Overall performance after combining HALO-II reordering and the read-only
memadvise hint
applications. Combined with the average speedup of 1.54x from HALO-II’s reordering, we
get an overall average speedup of 2.84x which we show in Fig. 6.8.
6.6 Limitations and Discussion
Although we did not encounter pathological cases in our datasets, it is possible to create
graphs where harmonic centrality will not create a good ordering for BFS. For example,
consider multiple identical copies of a graph as different (weakly) connected components.
Since the components are identical in a geometric sense, the centrality values will be iden-
tical for every copy of a node in each of the components. This will create an interleaved
ordering of nodes if we sort by centrality scores. In this particular case, we can separate
the components first before ordering, but in general, one can create similar scenarios even
within a single component.
The semi-external memory model, where we assume that only O(n) structures fit in
memory, also places some restrictions on algorithms. For example, some BFS implemen-
tations allow duplicates in the frontier and remove duplicates in a subsequent step. This
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strategy does not work in the UVM model as the frontier would grow to O(m) with du-
plicates and cause a severe performance penalty due to random read-write traffic over the
slow interconnect. This does not affect our level array implementation of frontiers that fits
in memory, but is a fairly common pattern in graph analytics.
The benefit of graph reordering is also application dependent. In this work, we looked
at improving the locality for edge accesses that are hard to predict. In some applications
like page-rank, we need to touch all the edges in each iteration. This sort of reordering may
not be beneficial, but prior solutions such as GraphChi [2] may apply. In some applica-
tions such as single source shortest paths (SSSP), work-optimality considerations are more
important that ordering. Common parallel implementations such as Bellman-Ford’s algo-
rithm do asymptotically more work than the sequential counterpart, which leads to a severe
performance penalty due to remote accesses. Delta-stepping [83, 84] implementations for
SSSP have been proposed, but are quite challenging to implement on GPUs. Finally, the
UVM architecture is still relatively new and would benefit from a combination of hardware
and software solutions. Recent hardware proposals [85, 86] that optimise the GPU’s page
fault handling mechanism can be used as a complimentary approach.
6.7 Conclusion
In this work, we looked at the problem of improving the locality of data accesses for breadth
first search in a system architecture where the GPU can overprovision memory and access
it from the host transparently. This poses several challenges as BFS has low computational
complexity and an irregular data access pattern. We proposed a new graph reordering al-
gorithm, HALO, that is both lightweight and effective in improving the performance of
subsequent BFS traversals on large real world graphs. It is possible to improve the per-
formance of BFS by 1.5x-1.9x in the unified memory setting by reordering the graph. We
found that HALO captures the structure of real world directed graphs from the perspective
of an arbitrary BFS traversal well whereas prior popular methods such as RCM only do so
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for undirected graphs. Additionally, the problem ties into other graph ordering problems,
and we showed that we can leverage prior techniques from the graph compression domain
such as recursive bisection which resulted in an additional ordering method (BFS-BP). In
general, this opens up the problem space for creating orderings that are both locality and
compression friendly. To our knowledge, neither the problem of doing graph traversals in
unified memory, nor the use of harmonic centrality for graph reordering have been explored
before. The reordering solution is general enough that we expect it would extend to other
similar memory hierarchies with large unit transfer sizes.
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CHAPTER 7
GRAPH COMPRESSION FOR GPUS
In the dissertation so far, we used the compressed sparse row (CSR) format for represent-
ing static graphs. While CSR is extremely common in high performance graph applica-
tions and sparse linear algebra, alternate representations can compress sparse graphs better.
Besta et al. [5] categorise a number of lossless graph compression methods developed over
the past few decades. Their taxonomy covers a number of theoretical and practical ap-
proaches spanning different domains such as web and social graphs, biological networks,
graph databases, etc. From these methods, we draw attention to the WebGraph [42] frame-
work, which is a state of the art CPU based graph compression framework that is used
extensively in practice for massive web and social graphs. WebGraph uses a number of
techniques including gap encoding, reference encoding, differential encoding, and interval
encoding. A number of graph ordering and clustering techniques such as BP [50], LLP [53],
SlashBurn [49], can be used in conjunction with the underlying compression scheme. Web-
Graph often compresses graphs to fewer than 10 bits per edge, which is a substantial saving
over 32 or 64 bits in the CSR representation. On one hand, an efficient graph representation
can, for example, move a graph from the semi-external memory regime, as in UVM, to the
in-memory regime. On the other hand, schemes like WebGraph are difficult to adapt to
GPUs directly since decompression can be sequential and branch intensive. Our focus in
the second half of the dissertation is to devise a graph representation that is amenable to
run-time decompression on GPUs.
7.1 Motivation
When the graphs exceed memory capacity of GPUs, there are different approaches [87,




































Figure 7.1: BFS performance measured in billions of Traversed Edges per Second (GTEPS)
on a Titan Xp GPU with 12 GiB memory. Regions: (1) Graphs that fit in memory. (2)
Graphs that exceed memory, but would fit after compression. (3) Graphs that will exceed
memory even after compression.
Table 7.1: GPU Bandwidth Characteristics
GPU Mem. HtoD Link DtoD BW HtoD BW
Titan Xp 12 GiB PCI-e 3.0 417.4 GB/s 12.1 GB/s
performance due to issues such as I/O amplification, thrashing, and evictions. An alternate
approach, as shown in EMOGI [87], is to use zero-copy memory transfers instead of UVM
where the memory region always resides on the CPU and data is streamed at cacheline
granularity. Since the data never resides on the GPU, this avoids issues arising from page-
fault handling. This works quite well in cases where there isn’t significant reuse of data.
The benefit of this approach is that it does not require preprocessing and serves as a better
baseline than UVM. Graph preprocessing techniques, such as reordering, are useful even
with compression, and we revisit them in Chapter 8. In the following experiment, we use
the zero-copy approach from EMOGI [87].
In Fig. 7.1, we plot the performance of breath first search (BFS) in billions of traversed
edges per second (GTEPS) on a Titan Xp GPU with 12 GiB memory. The graphs are
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represented in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format and arranged in increasing order of
their sizes. We use NVIDIA’s high performance graph analytics framework, cugraph [90],
for this experiment with light modifications for zero-copy memory transfers from the host
for graphs that exceed the GPU’s memory capacity. We see that the performance drops
sharply when the graphs exceed the GPU’s memory capacity. This is attributed to the
fact that the GPU’s internal memory bandwidth is ∼ 35x higher than the host-to-device
interconnect’s bandwidth (Table 7.1). We have marked three regions in Fig. 7.1:
• In the first region, CSR encoded graphs fit in memory. Here, cugraph’s performance
is quite good, and we do not need compression unless additional space (e.g., working
data or outputs) is needed for the analytics kernel.
• The second region corresponds to graphs that exceed memory capacity. This is the
region that stands to benefit the most from graph compression. Graphs in this region
would fit in memory after compression and take advantage of the higher internal
memory bandwidth.
• The last region is for massive graphs that would not fit in memory even after com-
pression. However, due to the reduction in data transfers over the slow interconnect,
compression is still useful in this region.
We note that while the overall trends in Fig. 7.1 are similar to those in Fig. 2.1 earlier,
there are a few differences in the metrics. We use cugraph here instead of GraphBig since
it has better performance. Second, in the UVM setting, we used a 64-bit representation
for all the graphs. Since our goal is compression here, we use the most optimal CSR
representation as a baseline, which translates to a mix of 32-bit and 64-bit types. All the
graphs except the last two graphs can be represented with 32-bit unsigned types, and the last
two graph use 64-bit types only for the row offsets; the column indices still be represented
in 32-bits. With 32-bit types, we get a theoretical peak GTEPS rate of 3.03 for the out-
of-memory region as the interconnect has a peak bandwidth of 12.11 GB/s. The primary
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motivation for graph compression is to overcome this barrier imposed by the interconnect.
7.2 Background
7.2.1 GPU Architecture
The NVIDIA GPU architecture [91] consists of a number of cores known as streaming
multiprocessors (SMs). All the cores have access to a common pool of global memory (12
GiB for the GPU used here), and each SM has additional local fast memory in the form of
transparent and user managed caches known as shared memory. Each SM has a number
of SIMD lanes, and a collection of threads, known as a warp, execute in lock-step fashion.
Each SM has a large register file, and the scheduler switches warps on long latency oper-
ations such as loads from global memory. From the programmer’s perspective, the global
grid of threads is logically divided into thread blocks, where threads within a block have
access to shared memory and synchronisation primitives. The GPU connects to the host
via an interconnect such as PCI-e. Since a warp executes the same instruction in lock-step
fashion, control flow divergence between threads can cause serialisation and reduce perfor-
mance. The number of blocks resident on an SM, known as its occupancy, is determined
by factors such as register pressure and shared memory usage. If the memory accesses by
the threads in a warp are uncoalesced, the performance deteriorates. Achieving high per-
formance on a GPU, particularly for irregular applications, requires careful consideration
of the architecture’s characteristics.
7.2.2 Graph Analytics on a GPU
A number of graph analytics applications use the common idiom of frontier expansion,
filtering, and compaction. In Alg. 4, we show the basic structure of expanding a frontier
in breadth first search (BFS). Given a frontier of active vertices, the GPU threads explore
their neighbours in parallel and check if they have been visited before. Unvisited vertices
are added to the next frontier. The complexity of the GPU implementation is abstracted in
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the first two lines which are responsible for visiting the edges in parallel. Since the degree
distribution of nodes in real-world graphs can be skewed [65], the primary challenge is
mapping this expansion in a load balanced way onto the GPU’s threads, which we cover
in more detail in Sec. 8.2. The pattern in Alg. 4 also extends to applications such as single
source shortest path (SSSP), PageRank (PR), betweenness centrality, connected compo-
nents, and others. In SSSP, instead of a boolean visited flag, the condition tries to relax the
distance of the destination vertex. In PR, there is no condition since each node distributes
a fraction of its page-rank to all its neighbours in each iteration. In the context of graph
compression, traversing an edge involves decompressing the edge. Once we have the des-
tination of an edge, the rest of the algorithm is largely similar to the uncompressed case.
These applications can also be cast as iterative Sparse Matrix Vector Multiply (SpMV) op-
erations over a suitably defined semi-ring [6]. The vector is sparse in BFS as a node is
active in the frontier only once during the traversal. In SSSP, the vector is denser since a
node’s distance value can be relaxed multiple times during the traversal and the same node
would appear in many frontiers. The vector is fully dense in PageRank as every vertex is
active in each iteration.
Algorithm 4 BFS Level Advance
1: for all u ∈ current frontier in parallel do
2: for all (u, v) ∈ E in parallel do
3: if (visited[v] == false) then
4: old = atomic or(&visited[v], true)
5: if (old == false) then





We use a collection of large graphs (Table 7.2) spanning web crawls [42, 43, 92, 93],
social networks [45], a biological hypothesis network [46], and synthetic graphs [94]. Di-
rected graphs are denoted with (d) whereas undirected ones are noted with (u). We also use
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Table 7.2: Graphs used in this work
Graph Category Vertices Edges
soc-livejournal (d) Social Net 4.85 M 68.99 M
orkut (u) Social Net 3.07 M 234.37 M
twitter (d) Social Net 41.65 M 1.47 B
friendster (u) Social Net 65.61 M 3.61 B
it-2004 (d) Web 41.2 M 1.15 B
web-cc12-firstlevel (d) Web 80.76 M 1.77 B
gsh-2015-h (d) Web 68.66 M 1.80 B
sk-2005 (d) Web 65.61 M 1.95 B
web-cc-12-host (d) Web 89.11 M 2.03 B
uk-2007 (d) Web 105.22 M 3.74 B
moliere-2016 (u) Biomedical 30.22 M 6.68 B
kron 27 (d) Kronecker 63.07 M 2.12 B
unrand 26 (d) Erdős-Rényi 67.1 M 1.07 B
the symmetrised versions of directed graphs in the experiments, which are marked with a
sym suffix.
7.2.3 Scans and Searches
We make extensive use of two operations in this work: i) parallel scans, and ii) binary
searches. For a list of n elements [a0, a1,..., an−1], an identity element I , and a binary
associative operator ⊕, the exclusive scan returns the array [I , (I ⊕ a0), (I ⊕ a0 ⊕ a1),...,
(I ⊕ a0 ⊕ a1... ⊕ an−1)]. This can be computed efficiently in parallel [95] with O(n)
work andO(log(n)) depth. When the operator is summation, this is also known as a prefix
sum. A variation of the regular scan is a segmented scan. In a segmented scan, there is an
additional boolean flag array, F , where a 1 in the flag array denotes the start of a segment.
The goal is to compute the scans within segment boundaries. This requires a modification
to the binary operator [95], but is computationally similar to the regular scan. The binary
searches we use in this work are parallel bounded searches, where each search finds the
index of the largest value less than or equal to the search value. When combined, scans




Our graph compression format is based on Elias-Fano [96, 97] (EF) encoding for monotone
sequences which dates back to 1970s. More recently, Vigna [98] described this encoding
for compressing inverted indices, and he calls them quasi-succinct indices. Succinctness
here refers to the classification of data structures that take close to the information theo-
retic lower bound in storage while still supporting efficient queries. We describe the main
aspects of the encoding here and refer the reader to Vigna [98] for more details. Consider a
monotonically increasing sequence of n > 0 natural numbers 0 ≤ x0 ≤ x1... ≤ xn−1 ≤ u
where u > 0 is any upper bound on the last value. In standard binary encoding, such a
sequence takes n dlog(u+ 1)e bits of storage. The EF representation encodes it as follows:
• The lower l = max{0, blog u/nc} bits of each xi are stored contiguously in the
lower-bits array.
• The remaining upper bits of each xi are stored in the upper-bits array as unary coded
gaps with 1 as the stop bit.
See Fig. 7.2 for an example. The lower-bits array stores the 2 lower bits from each ele-
ment. The remaining upper-bits are treated as integers (e.g., 1000b → 8), and successive
differences between them are encoded in unary (e.g., 8 - 5 = 3 which is 000) with a stop bit
(1) and concatenated to form the final upper-bits array. The interesting property of this rep-
resentation is that it takes at most n(2 + dlog u/ne) bits in total to represent the sequence,
which is quite close to the information theoretic lower bound for monotone sequences. The




















We can see that the storage requirements are close to the optimal bounds, which leads to the
”quasi-succinct” description in [98]. In Fig. 7.2, the original binary representation needs
6 ∗ 8 = 48 bits, whereas the EF representation needs 32 bits (16 each for the lower and
upper bits arrays).
An alternate interpretation [99] of the upper-bits array is to view it as a histogram of
keys. Since the sequence is monotonically increasing, one can recover the original values
from this histogram. In this example, after separating the 2 lower bits, we are left with 4
bits for each value. There are 24 = 16 possible values, or keys, for the upper half. However,
we know that the last value is 1000 = 8. Hence, we do not really need a histogram with 16
keys, but one with only 9 keys. To denote the separation between keys, we use a 0, and to
store the frequency, we use the unary representation of the frequency with 1s. Since there
are 9 keys, we need 8 separators (i.e., 8 zeros). The first key is 0, whose frequency is 2.
Hence, in unary this translates to 11. This is followed by the separator 0. The next key is
1, whose frequency is 1 (which is still 1 in unary). This is followed by the separator 0, and
so on. Thus, we end up with the same upper-bits array.
7.3.1 Decoding
To decode xi, we need to recover and combine the lower and upper bits. The lower part
can be readily recovered with a random access in the lower-bits array. The upper part of xi
can be recovered with a select1(i) − i operation on the upper-bits array, where select1(i)
is defined as the operation that returns the position of the ith (0-indexed) set bit from the
start position. For example, to recover the upper bits of x4, we compute select1(4) − 4 =
7 − 4 = 3, since the position of the 4th (0-indexed) set bit is 7. In the histogram analogy,
this is finding the bucket in which x4 belongs, which is bucket 3 (we pass 3 zeros which
are bucket dividers). The select operation is a foundational piece for information-retrieval
systems and has been studied extensively in both theoretical and practical settings. Clark
and Munro [100] provide a representation for succinct bitstreams (i.e., at most o(n) in
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1       3       4       12      15     20      23     32
0000 01 0000 11 0001 00 0011 00 0011 11 0101 00 0101 11 1000 00
0    0    1    3    3    5    5    8
1     1     01     001   1    001        1      0001
0-0=0 5-5 = 0 8-5 = 3




Figure 7.2: A monotone sequence {1,3,...,32} coded with Elias-Fano encoding. For n = 8
and an upper bound u = 32, we need blog 32/8c = 2 lower bits. Successive gaps between
the upper bits are encoded in unary with 1 as the stop-bit to form the upper-bits array. The
lower bits are concatenated.
extra storage) for constant time select operations. In practice though, solutions that forego
the property of succinctness have proven easier to implement and perform better. Both
Elias [96] and Vigna [98] describe forward pointers as a straightforward way to get on-
average constant time select operations. Forward pointers store precomputed values of
select1 at multiples of some chosen quantum size. Now, performing select1(i) reduces to
a select starting at the nearest forward pointer boundary. We discuss forward pointers in
more detail in Sec. 8.2.3. Since the density of 1s and 0s can vary throughout the bitstream,
we cannot theoretically bound the number of reads needed starting at the boundary position,
but it performs well in practice. Note that storing forward pointers has an overhead ofO(n)
as opposed to o(n) in succinct representations. Vigna presents efficient methods [101] for
performing rank and select queries on bitstreams using broadword programming, which is
also alternatively termed as SWAR (SIMD within a register). Recent Intel processors that
support the Bit Manipulation Instruction set (BMI) make select operations on 64-bit values
relatively inexpensive, which is a technique that the folly [102] library leverages in their EF
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implementation. Both these solutions focus on performing a single select operation fast.
That is, an application can replace its memory accesses with a call to the decoder, and the
rest of the application would remain unchanged. Our problem is different in two important
ways:
1. Multiple Values: In the GPU setting, we do not decode a single value in a list.
Rather, a set of threads needs to decode a set of values. If each thread were to call
select independently, that would be wasteful since select1(i + 1) would not use the
work done during select1(i).
2. Multiple Lists: The set of values are not from the same list. In a graph application,
we have a set of nodes (e.g., a frontier in BFS) whose neighbours we wish to explore.
Each node’s neighbour list is compressed with EF. The goal is to map this expansion
of multiple non-contiguous compressed lists of different sizes in a load balanced way
on the GPU’s grid.
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CHAPTER 8
ELIAS FANO GRAPH REPRESENTATION
8.1 Elias-Fano Graph (EFG) Format
We propose the Elias-Fano Graph (EFG) format as a GPU friendly compressed graph rep-
resentation based on the EF encoding scheme. Each neighbour list is individually encoded
with EF, and the overall graph is laid out in a format that is similar to CSR. The only re-
quirement for encoding the neighbour lists with EF is that the original sequences should be
in sorted order. While this is not strictly required in CSR, the neighbour lists are typically
stored in sorted order since it facilitates other operations such as list intersection and hence
can be converted to EFG directly.
In Fig. 8.1(c), we show the sample graph encoded in the EFG format. The representa-
tion consists of four arrays: vlist, num lower bits, offsets, and data. The first
three arrays are indexed with the vertex id. The vlist array is similar to the one used in
CSR, and it stores the exclusive prefix sum of the degrees of nodes. This array gives us
constant time access to the degree of a node (i.e., degi = vlist[i + 1] − vlist[i]), which
is the number of elements in the compressed neighbour list. Unlike CSR, this array is not
used directly for indexing the data. Instead, a separate offsets array stores the exclu-
sive prefix sum of raw offsets into the compressed data array. The num lower bits
array stores the number of lower bits used while encoding the vertex’s neighbour list with
EF. We use the folly [102] library for encoding the lists. The data is stored as forward
pointers, lower bits, upper bits, in that order, in our implementation, and each
section is byte aligned. There are no forward pointers in this example. To decode the
neighbours of a node, we first recover its degree, the number of lower bits and offsets in the
data array. For example, node 4 in Fig. 8.1 has a degree of 3, uses 1 lower bit per value,
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(a) Sample Graph (b) CSR Representation
(c) EFG Representation
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 indices
u l u l u l u l u l u u u
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 indices
select1(2) = 5
x0 x1 x2
x2 = upper | lower
upper = select1(2) – 2
= 3 (11)
lower = 1
x2 = 111 (7)
Figure 8.1: (a) A sample graph, (b) its CSR representation, and (c) its EFG representation.
Node 4 and its neighbours are highlighted with yellow and green respectively. This is a
small example for illustration which does not benefit from compression.
and its raw data is stored in 2 bytes. To recover x2 (i.e., the third element), we compute
select1(2)− 2 = 5− 2 = 3 ≡ 11 for the upper half1 and 1 for the lower half for a total of
111b = 7, which is indeed the third neighbour of node 4.
The EFG format compresses the structure of the graph. A graph may have additional
data associated with its nodes and edges. For instance, edge weights are stored in an addi-
tional array of size |E| in CSR graphs. Compressing arbitrary floating point data is beyond
the scope of this work, and we do not compress such auxiliary data.
8.2 Compressed Graph Traversal
We describe our implementation for GPU based traversal for EFG graphs in stages. The
main goal here is to create a load-balanced implementation despite imbalances in the de-
gree distribution. The problem of degree imbalance is shared with CSR graphs as well,
and our top level decomposition is similar to a typical CSR based implementation. How-
ever, unlike CSR, ensuring a balanced mapping of threads to edges is only a part of the
solution in our case since we also need to decompress the edges. In the CSR case, once
a mapping of threads to edges is established, each thread can retrieve the edge in constant
1In Fig. 8.1, since we show the actual layout of bits in memory, the LSB is at the right end. Hence, select
goes from right to left. Elsewhere in the dissertation, we use the prior convention of scanning bits from left
to right for readability.
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time from memory. In the EFG case, each thread block may get an equal number of edges,
but these edges may come from different compressed lists. Hence, the crucial primitive
for EFG is the decompression of multiple lists within a thread block. The fully general
case of decompressing multiple lists is better understood through the building blocks that
describe the decompression of a single list and partial lists within a block. In the following
sections, we first describe the top-level load-balanced partitioning that is similar to the CSR
case. This is followed by our decompression algorithm which is described as a progressive
generalisation from a single list, to partial lists, finally to multiple lists. Finally, we discuss
optimisations and extensions to other applications such as SSSP and pagerank.
8.2.1 Load Balanced Partitioning
Algorithm 5 Traverse
1: for all u ∈ current frontier in parallel do




The main operation of interest in a GPU based traversal is the load-balanced expansion
of the frontier of vertices, which is highlighted in Alg. 5. Consider the example in Fig. 8.2.
The frontier consists of four arbitrary vertices. Their out-degrees are {2, 3, 2, 1} for a total
of 8 edges that emanate from this frontier. We need to visit these 8 edges to recover the des-
tination vertices and eventually check a property such as the visited flag or a distance value.
In an ideal mapping, 8 threads would explore the 8 edges. To achieve such a mapping, the
following steps are taken: First, we compute the exclusive prefix sum (Sec. 7.2.3) of the
degrees of these vertices. Next, each thread does a binary search in the exclusive sum array
to find the index of the largest value less than or equal to the thread id. The returned index
is an index in the frontier array, which is the vertex whose edge this thread needs to visit.
For example, thread t4 searches for 4 in the exclusive sum array, which returns the index 1
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since 2 is the largest value ≤ 4. Hence, thread t4 needs to visit a neighbour of v1. Finally,
to know which edge in particular to visit, the thread subtracts the exclusive sum from the
thread id. Thread t4 needs to visit 4 - 2 = 2 (i.e., 3rd edge) of node v1. This approach was
proposed by Bisson et al. [103]. If each thread were to do a binary search on the exclusive
sum array in global memory, it would be inefficient. In practice, a strategy such as GPU
Merge Path [104] can be used for the general problem of searching for multiple needles in
a haystack in parallel on a GPU. Our own implementation uses the thrust [105] library’s
vectorised search functions for this phase. Irrespective of the implementation, notice that
once a thread knows which edge it needs to visit, it can readily recover it in constant time
in the CSR representation. Recall that the destination of the nth edge of the ith vertex in
CSR is at elist[vlist[i] + n]. This does not hold true in the EFG representation.
In our implementation for EFG graphs, we use this partitioning at the top level so that each
thread block is responsible for roughly equal number of edges. However, within a thread
block, we need a new implementation for decompressing the data. In this example, if we
want to split the work between two thread blocks of 4 threads each, the partitioning can tell
us that thread block 0 needs to visit all of v0’s edges and the first two edges of v1, whereas
thread block 1 needs to visit the last edge of v1 and all of v2 and v3’s edges. This would be
followed by a thread block level implementation of decompression.
We have been using an edge as the unit of work. That is, our ideal case has been to
split the edges equally between threads. This works well in the uncompressed case since
traversing an edge is always one read from memory. With compression, this definition
does not apply strictly, and even with an equal split of edges, we would not split the work
equally. This is because the actual work required to decode an edge is not uniform. One
thread block may go through more (compressed) data than another before it decodes the
same number of edges. Even within a block, threads may do different amounts of work.
Alternatively, one can view data as the unit of work. However, that just shifts the imbalance
to the uncompressed domain. If we split the (compressed) data equally between thread
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v0 v1 v2 v3
2 3 2 1
0 2 5 7
0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3
front_idx = binsearch_maxle(deg_ex_sum, tid)
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7
frontier
frontier degrees
frontier degrees exclusive sum
thread id
0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0
edge_id = tid – deg_ex_sum[front_idx]
front_idx
edge_id
Figure 8.2: Mapping of edges to threads in frontier expansion. binsearch maxle re-
turns the index of the largest value less than or equal to the search value.
blocks, the thread blocks would produce unequal number of edges, and hence do unequal
work in the analytics application that uses the edges. We choose the former approach of
splitting edges equally since it is closer to the uncompressed case from the application’s
viewpoint, and it has one additional advantage: It allows us to use forward pointers in EF
encoding, which are also used in the serial CPU based implementation. That is, our GPU
implementation does not require any modifications to the data structure. We discuss the
use of forward pointers in more detail in Sec. 8.2.3.
In summary, the top level decomposition partitions the edges equally between thread
blocks. The remainder of the problem can be formulated as that of decompressing multiple
neighbour lists, where the first and the last list may be partial, within a thread block. We
describe the solution as a progressive generalisation of specific cases.
8.2.2 Decompressing A Single List
Consider the specific case of decompressing a single list within a thread block. This is, in
fact, sufficient for implementing the traversal, albeit in an inefficient way due to skews in
the degree distribution. Instead of a load-balanced split of edges, as described earlier, we
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local = select1_byte(byte, s_id)
byte = bytes[b_id]
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Figure 8.3: Decompressing a single list within a thread block. Upper is the upper bits array.
The threads collectively compute select1(i)− i. Shared data structure are marked with (s).
val id is the same as thread id in the first iteration.
can assign a thread block to each node in the frontier, and the thread block decompresses
that node’s edge list. Recall from Sec. 7.3.1 that we are mainly interested in computing
select1(i) − i for each of the set bits in the upper-bits array, where select1(i) returns the
position of the ith set bit in a bitstream. Since the lower-bits array can be accessed in
constant time, we focus only on the upper-bits array. The pseudo-code for decompressing
a single list is show in Alg. 6, and we show a corresponding example in Fig. 8.3.
In this example, a thread block of 4 threads collectively decompresses a list by comput-
ing select1(i) − i for each set bit. The number of threads in a block is denoted by DIMX
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Algorithm 6 decompress single list (upper, n bytes)
1: shared s popc exsum[DIMX];
2: shared s bytes[DIMX];
3: prev vals = 0;
4: b iters = ceil(n bytes / DIMX);
5: for (i=0; i ¡ b iters; i++) do
6: byte id = i * DIMX + thread id;
7: byte = (byte id ¡ n bytes) ? upper[byte id] : 0;
8: s bytes[tid] = byte; 1
9: popc = popc(byte); 2
10: total vals = do ex sum(popc, s popc exsum); 3
11: CTA sync();
12: val iters = ceil(total vals / DIMX);
13: for (j = 0 ; j ¡ val iters; j++) do
14: val id = j * DIMX + thread id;
15: if (val id ¡ total vals) then
16: tb id = bsearch max le(s popc exsum, val id); 4
17: target = s bytes[tb id]; 5
18: s id = val id - s popc exsum[tb id]; 6
19: select result = select1 byte(target, s id); 7
20: bits before me = (i*DIMX + t byte id)*8;
21: select result += bits before me; 8
22: global val id = prev vals + val id;
23: upper half = select result - global val id; 9
24: lower half = get lower half (global val id);
25: decoded val = combine(upper half, lower half);
26: // Use value in analytics
27: end if
28: end for




in the code. The upper bits array (Upper) resides in global memory. Each thread begins
by 1 loading a byte to a shared bytes array. Shared data structures reside in a fast user
managed cache and are accessible by all threads within the block. Next, each thread 2
computes a population count of the set bits in its respective local byte with the popcount
instruction. The counts are {3, 3, 2, 2} here. The number of set bits in a byte is also the
number of values that the byte will eventually produce. Since these values are not uniform,
we need a load balanced split similar to the approach described earlier for splitting edges
based on unequal degrees. Hence, the threads collectively compute the 3 exclusive prefix
sum (Sec. 7.2.3) over their respective pop-counts. The results are stored in a shared array.
The exclusive scan also returns the total pop-count (10 in this example), which is the total
number of values to be decoded. This starts the inner loop where each thread decodes one
value in each iteration. We show the first iteration in the example.
In the first iteration, the index of the value to be decoded is the same as the thread id
(line 14, Alg. 6). Thread i needs to find the position of the ith set bit. Since we have the
exclusive prefix sum of pop-counts, each thread does a 4 binary search in the array to
narrow the search to a 5 target byte. In the example, we see that the first three threads get
the first byte whereas the fourth thread gets the second byte. The difference between the
search parameter and the exclusive sum gives the new search parameter for 6 selecting a
bit within a byte, called select1 byte hereafter (e.g., thread t2 finds the position of the 2nd
set bit in 10101000). A byte has 256 possible values, and for each value, there can be at
most 8 positions. Hence, select1 byte(i) is implemented with a 7 lookup table of 2 KiB
in constant memory. The number of preceding bits in the list is 8 added to the result of
select1 byte to produce the global select1 value, and 9 subtracting the index of the value
from it gives the upper-half of the decompressed value. This is combined with the lower
half (not shown) and used in the application.
Notice that we need the binary search in the inner loop because we want the 1:1 map-
ping of threads to values to continue through the decompression into the application itself.
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If we forego this property, each thread could instead decode the values within its local byte.
This still needs the prefix sum, but avoids the binary search. We use the former approach
as it fared better in our experiments. Since the searches are in shared memory, the cost of
searching is not too high.
8.2.3 Decompressing A Partial List
Assigning a list to a block has obvious limitations since some lists can be much longer than
others, particularly in real-world graphs with a power-law degree distribution. The next
logical step is to split long lists across thread blocks in order to avoid over-subscription of
thread blocks. Since a list can span multiple blocks, the problem can be formulated as that
of decoding values in some range [a, b] within a list, where 0 ≤ a ≤ b < n for a list with
n elements. This is achieved with the use of forward pointers. The conventions herein are
based on the folly [102] library.
For a list of size n and a quantum parameter k > 0, we store bn/kc forward pointers
that enable fast select1(i) operations for i = {k−1, 2k−1, ..., bn/kck−1}. The parameter
k is 1-indexed since k = 0 implies that there are no forward pointers. For instance, k = 8
stores values for select1(8 − 1 = 7), select1(15), and so on. The pointers actually store
select1(i) − i rather than select1(i) since it takes fewer bits, and i can be added later if
needed. Consider the example in Fig. 8.4, where forward pointers are stored for k = 8,
and a thread block of 4 threads needs to decode values [x12, x20) in the list. The closest
preceding pointer for x12 is at forward[b(12 + 1)/8c − 1], which is the first pointer, and
it corresponds to x7. We get a bit position of 4 + 7 = 11, as shown in the figure. Similarly,
the last pointer of interest corresponds to x23, which gives a position of 53. Thus, this thread
block only needs to scan between bits 11 and 53. Since we work with byte alignment, we
need a mask when we load the first byte to mask out any preceding 1s that are set within the
byte. The overall structure of the algorithm remains similar to Alg. 6 with a few differences.
In the inner loop, the threads do not start with select1(0). Instead, they would start with
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Figure 8.4: Decompressing a partial list within a thread block. Forward pointers store the
value of select1(i) − i at regular intervals (k = 8 here). The thread block loads the bytes
between two boundary pointers.
select1(12) in this case, but since the starting bit position is already at select1(7), the first
thread starts with select1(12− 7 = 5). The number of skipped bits is added to the result.
Forward pointers are crucial for performance. In the absence of forward pointers, each
thread block that needs to start in the middle of a list would have to scan bytes from the
beginning of the list. The outer loop would load bytes from the beginning, and threads
would compute the prefix sum of popcounts, but if the target values were not in range, they
would not do any useful work, and move on to the next set of bytes. Forward pointers
are also used similarly in a serial CPU implementation since performing a single random
select1 involves skipping over the nearest forward pointer. Our implementation choice of
splitting the work in terms of edges allows us to reuse the same convention in pointers.
Splitting the work in terms of compressed data would require a slightly different dictionary
of pointers, namely a dictionary that stores the total number of set bits up to a position at
regular intervals.
Splitting large lists across blocks helps with over-subscription, but not with under-
subscription since small lists are still assigned to individual blocks. The last missing piece
in the general solution is the ability to decode multiple lists within a block, which we de-
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scribe next.
8.2.4 Decompressing Multiple Lists
The load-balanced partitioning described in Sec. 8.2 assigns an equal number of edges to
different thread blocks. Hence, each thread block is responsible for decoding a number
of lists. The single-list solution in Alg. 6 changes in a few ways to account for multiple
lists. First, we now need an additional outer loop for lists. That is, we need three levels
of nesting that go from lists to bytes to decoded values, and the bytes come from multiple
lists instead of a single list. Second, notice that at the innermost level, a thread’s view is
extremely local. Each thread needs to compute select1(i) − i for some i, and in order to
go from select1 byte on a local byte to the global decoded value, it needs two pieces of
information: i) What the position of the byte in the list is, and ii) What the global index (i)
of the value in the list is. The position of the byte in the list is needed because the local
select value is added to the number of preceding bits (bits before me in Alg. 6, line
21). The global index, i, is also needed since it needs to be subtracted from the result of
select. Since we have one set bit for each value in the upper-bits array, i is also the total
number of set-bits up to the thread’s local byte. This can be seen in line 22, where the
global val id is computed by adding prev vals to the local id, where prev vals
keeps a running total of number of set bits seen so far. In the single list case, both of
these were relatively straightforward to compute. When we have multiple lists, each thread
instead needs to know the number of preceding bits and the global index of the value within
the list whose byte it is decoding. This requires a segmented prefix sum (Sec. 7.2.3), where
the segments represent list boundaries. We look at an example next to explain this.
In Fig. 8.5, a thread block of 6 threads decompresses multiple lists. Steps marked with
? are different from the single-list case. Like the single-list case, each thread needs to
load a byte to the shared bytes array. However, since the bytes now come from multiple
non-contiguous lists of different sizes, we use the familiar idiom of a prefix sum over
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list0 list1 list2
10010100 00100000 01000000 10010010 11001010 01000000
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
(s)bytes
3 1 1 3 4 1
pop count
0 3 4 5 8 12
(s)popc_ex_sum
0 3 0 0 3 7
1 0 1 1 0 0
is_list_start
(s)segment_popc_ex_sum
0 1 0 0 1 2
(s)seg_bytes_before_me
b_id = bsearch_maxle(popc_ex_sum, val_id)
0 0 0 1 2 3




10010100 00100000 01000000 10010010 11001010 01000000
Bytes 
Iteration 0
s_id = val_id – popc_ex_sum[b_id]
0 1 2 0 0 0
local = select1_byte(byte, s_id)
0 3 5 2 1 0
select1 = local + seg_bytes_before_me[b_id]*8
0 3 5 10 1 0
0 1 2 3 0 0
i = s_id + segment_popc_ex_sum[b_id]
0 2 3 7 1 0
Values 
Iteration 0
Upper Half = select1 - i
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
Figure 8.5: Decompressing multiple lists within a thread block. Steps marked with ? are
different from the single-list case.
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the number of bytes per list followed by a binary search to map the bytes to threads and
use the offsets array in the EFG graph to find the start positions of lists. This step is
omitted in the figure, and the figure starts at the step where each thread has loaded its byte
to the shared bytes array. Like the single-list case, these bytes would produce a number
of values, and we need an exclusive prefix sum over the local popcounts for use in the
innermost loop. In addition, we need to mark the list boundaries. Threads that start a new
list mark a flag in the is list start array. For eg., thread t2 starts list1, and marks its
bit as 1. This flag array is used in conjunction with the popcounts to create an additional
segmented prefix sum array, where each prefix sum runs only within the list. While thread
t4’s block-wide exclusive sum is 8, its exclusive sum within the list is 3. Similarly, the
seg bytes before me array keeps track of the number of preceding bytes within the
list. In the innermost loop for decoding the values, the threads identify their target bytes
by searching the block-wide exclusive array like the single-list case. After computing the
local select1 byte(i) value, each thread looks up the number of preceding bits within the
list and adds it to get the global select1 value. For eg., since t3’s target byte id is 1, which
has one preceding byte in the list, 8 is added to its local select value of 2 for a total of 10.
On the other hand, t4’s target byte is byte 2, which is the start of a list. Hence, nothing is
added to its local select value. Similarly, the segmented exclusive sum of the target byte is
added to the id within the byte to get the global id for the value. Finally, the upper half is
computed as select1(i)− i and combined with the lower half to recover the value.
We looked at decompressing multiple complete lists within a block, but it can be
extended naturally to deal with partial lists at the boundaries by using forward pointers
(Sec. 8.2.3). Interested readers can find more details in our published code.
8.2.5 Additional Optimisations
In the general multi-list case, the lists that a thread block decompresses may be scattered
across memory. Some lists may be smaller than a cacheline, or may spill into a cache-
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line, which leads to read amplification. Similarly, the prefetcher is less effective if the
read access pattern is random. In breadth first search, if we were to sort the nodes in a
frontier, the partitioning (Sec. 8.2) of the frontier between thread blocks would impart a
sorted order to the lists that are assigned to the thread blocks. Note that the lists can still
be non-contiguous, but the thread blocks touch non-overlapping regions of memory. How-
ever, sorting the frontier at each level is expensive, and the cost outweighs the benefits of
improved locality. Fortunately, we do not need an exact sort since this is just an optimisa-
tion and does not affect correctness. Radix-sort, specifically the least-significant-digit-first
(LSD) variant, is a non-comparison sort that sorts the keys one bit at a time as it sweeps
from the least to the most significant bit. We use the CUB [106] library’s GPU implemen-
tation for radix-sort to sort only the higher order bits. We sort 65% of the bits (i.e., we
pretend as though the lower 35% bits do not exist) while sorting the frontier. We see an
average improvement of 9% (max 33%) in runtime from this optimisation.
8.2.6 SSSP and PageRank
The general traversal pattern extends to many applications, and we extend it to single source
shortest paths (SSSP) and PageRank here. The standard approach for implementing a paral-
lel SSSP on GPUs is to use the Bellman-Ford algorithm. It does asymptotically more work
than Dijkstra’s sequential algorithm, but lends itself well to parallel execution whereas Di-
jkstra’s algorithm does not. More advanced algorithms such as delta-stepping SSSP [83,
84] have been proposed, but they are challenging to implement on GPUs and are outside
the scope of this work. The SSSP implementation is similar to BFS except that instead of
a boolean visited property, we need to relax a floating point distance value. Unlike BFS
though, a node’s distance can be relaxed multiple times in the same iteration by any num-
ber of its incoming edges. Hence, if relaxed nodes are added to the frontier directly by
the parent (line 6, Alg. 4), the frontier would have duplicates. They can be pruned, but it
requires enough memory to accommodate a frontier of size |E|, which is problematic for
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large graphs. Hence, we use a different approach where we mark the relaxed nodes atom-
ically in a bitmap of size O(|V |) and use a parallel scatter to create the frontier from the
bitmap. As a side-effect, this approach also creates a sorted frontier. Note that the edge
weights in the input graph also require O(|E|) in storage since we compress the graph
structure but not the weights in EFG. Hence, SSSP gets in the out-of-core regime well be-
fore BFS. Compressing weights is outside the scope of this work. In PageRank, all the
nodes are active in each iteration, and we do not need a frontier (i.e., the frontier comprises
all the nodes). The page-rank value of a destination is updated atomically once the edge is
decoded.
8.3 Related Work
The literature on graph compression methods is vast [5]. Compression can be seen as
a pipeline where different approaches are used successively. For instance, hierarchical
schemes that collapse a portion of the graph into a smaller structures, (e.g., virtual-nodes [107]),
can be used independently from the work described in this paper. Perhaps the most widely-
used method for compressing large web-graphs is BV [108]. BV exploits locality within
lists and similarity across lists. The gaps between neighbours are coded with a variable
length code and reference chains are used for capturing the similarity between different
lists. The reason for using gaps is that even for large numbers, gaps between successive
numbers can be small and use only a few bits. Reference chains and variable length codes
are sequential in nature, and it is difficult to adapt the decompression for GPUs. Gap based
encoding is widely used, and a number of prior works reorder the graph to reduce gaps.
LLP [53] identifies clusters that are similar in graph structure and labels the nodes using
label propagation. Shingle [49] and BP [50] reorder graphs by formalising the problem as
variants of the minimum linear/log arrangement problems. A few recent works focus on the
decompression performance in parallel CPU setting. Ligra+ [109] extends the CPU based
parallel graph processing framework, Ligra [110], to compressed graphs. LogGraph [111]
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uses ideas from succinct representations and demonstrates high performance on the parallel
GAP [94] benchmark suite.
The only prior work, and the current state of the art, for GPU based traversals on com-
pressed graphs is by Mo Sha et al. [10]. The compression scheme breaks lists into intervals
(contiguous runs of values), and residuals, followed by gap transformation, and gaps are
encoded with a variable length code. Their GPU implementation for traversals use a two-
phase strategy with work-stealing. The authors call this encoding CGR, and we compare
our work against it. We use the term CGR interchangeably to refer to the graph representa-





We evaluate CSR, EFG, and CGR graph representations in a number of experiments. We
use cugraph [90] for CSR graphs and the reference implementation in [10] for CGR graphs.
All experiments are performed on a Titan Xp GPU with 12 GiB memory. We choose
100 random starting nodes for BFS and SSSP and average the results. Edge weights are
initialised to random floating point values between 0 and 1 for SSSP. PageRank runs are
capped at 50 iterations. We modified cugraph lightly to support out-of-core processing in
BFS and SSSP. CGR does not support out-of-core processing, and experiments where CGR
is unable to process large graphs are marked as ’did not run’ (DNR). The forward pointer
quantum parameter k is set to k = 512 in EFG.
9.1.1 Compression Ratio
We show the compression ratio of EFG and CGR relative to CSR in Fig. 9.1, and absolute
numbers are provided in Table 9.1 for reference. The CSR graphs use the smallest possible
fixed width type (typically 4 bytes) for the graphs. The graphs are grouped by categories in
Fig. 9.1 as social, web, and other graphs. EFG achieves a compression ratio of 1.55x over
CSR, and the compression is quite consistent across graphs. CGR shows a significant skew
in the compression ratio where it excels at web-graphs (e.g., sk-2005 sym by a factor of
7.1x), but in other graphs, its ratio is lower than EFG. CGR’s average compression ratio
across all graphs is 1.86x. The reason for the disparity in web-graphs is two fold: i) Web-
graphs have strong locality where long runs of contiguous values are common. The interval
















Figure 9.1: Compression ratio for EFG (this work) and CGR [10] relative to CSR. CGR
excels at web-graphs whereas EFG is better in other categories.
has limitations in compressing such sequences, and solutions [112] that address it exist,
although they were not incorporated here. We discuss them in Sec. 9.2. Notwithstanding
the lower compression in web-graphs, EFG has other benefits. First, it is inexpensive to
estimate EFG’s storage requirements since the upper bound on storage in EF only depends
on the number of elements and the largest value (Sec. 7.3) in each list. That is, we do
not need to compress the graph to know how well it will compress with EFG. Second, the
runtime performance for traversals is better for EFG in almost all cases, which we discuss
next.
9.1.2 BFS Performance
We show the relative performance of BFS for the different representations in Fig. 9.2 and
report the absolute runtime in Table 9.1. As noted in Sec. 7.1, the set of graphs break down
into three categories. The first set of small graphs fit in memory even in the CSR represen-
tation, and here cugraph’s [90] implementation performs the best. EFG achieves 0.76x of
cugraph’s performance, which is better by a factor of 2.1x than CGR. The next set of graphs




























































(b) Large graphs (c) Massive graphs
Figure 9.2: BFS performance relative to CSR (higher is better) on a Titan Xp GPU with 12
GiB memory
best here as all the graphs fit in memory after compression. EFG has an average speedup
of 3.8x (max 6.8x) over the out-of-core CSR implementation and a 2x speedup over CGR
in this region. Notice that EFG’s runtime is lower that CGR even for web-graphs that com-
press really well with CGR. For example, CGR compresses sk-2005 sym from 13.75
GiB down to 1.93 GiB, whereas EFG compresses it down to 7.9 GiB. However, EFG’s
runtime is 3.4x lower than CGR (323 ms v/s 1098 ms). The last two graphs in the set take
more than 12 GiB in storage even after compression with EFG, and we are in the out-of-
core regime for both CSR and EFG. However, compression is still beneficial here since it
reduces the volume of data transferred over the interconnect. EFG sees a speedup of 1.8x
over CSR here. For the last two graphs, CGR does not run for moliere-2016, but it
compresses the uk-2007 sym web graph down to 4.9 GiB, which fits in memory. While
EFG performs better than CGR across all other graphs, the last graph is the sole exception
since the CGR graph fits in memory whereas the EFG one does not. On average, EFG
performs better by 2x compared to CGR.
9.1.3 SSSP and PageRank Performance
We show the performance of SSSP and PageRank as measured in billions of traversed edges
per second (GTEPS) in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4, respectively. CGR is not evaluated for these
kernels since the implementation was not available. Since SSSP requires an additional
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Table 9.1: Graph size and BFS runtime on a Titan Xp GPU
Graph |V | |E| Size in GiB (Runtime in ms)
CSR [90] EFG CGR [10]
soc-livejour (d) 4.85 M 68.99 M 0.28 (8) 0.18 (11) 0.19 (22)
soc-livejour sym (u) 4.85 M 86.22 M 0.34 (10) 0.21 (14) 0.22 (28)
orkut (u) 3.07 M 234.37 M 0.88 (13) 0.47 (28) 0.5 (45)
unrand 26 (d) 67.1 M 1.07 B 4.25 (525) 3.4 (467) 4.72 (1277)
it-2004 (d) 41.2 M 1.15 B 4.44 (41) 3.05 (78) 1.52 (239)
twitter (d) 41.65 M 1.47 B 5.63 (234) 3.33 (238) 4.23 (425)
web-cc12-fl (d) 80.76 M 1.77 B 6.92 (249) 4.76 (272) 5.48 (493)
gsh-2015-h (d) 68.66 M 1.80 B 6.97 (160) 4.73 (174) 3.3 (385)
sk-2005 (d) 65.61 M 1.95 B 7.45 (57) 5.02 (115) 1.53 (190)
it-2004 sym (u) 41.2 M 2.06 B 7.87 (82) 4.85 (193) 1.7 (501)
web-cc-host (d) 89.11 M 2.03 B 7.93 (303) 5.52 (328) 6.36 (603)
kron 27 (d) 63.07 M 2.12 B 8.15 (511) 5.18 (494) 7.01 (962)
unrand 26 sym (u) 67.1 M 2.14 B 8.25 (793) 6.39 (758) 8.59 (1610)
twitter sym (u) 41.65 M 2.40 B 9.11 (348) 5.34 (368) 6.61 (906)
gsh-2015-h sym (u) 68.66 M 3.04 B 11.62 (1824) 7.33 (361) 4.94 (776)
web-cc12-fl sym (u) 80.76 M 3.38 B 12.92 (2140) 8.17 (713) 9.48 (1360)
com-friendster (u) 65.61 M 3.61 B 13.7 (2387) 9.15 (1006) 11.98 (DNR)
sk-2005 sym (u) 65.61 M 3.63 B 13.75 (2062) 7.9 (323) 1.93 (1098)
uk-2007 (d) 105.22 M 3.74 B 14.32 (1444) 10.31 (212) 4.3 (648)
web-cc-host sym (u) 89.11 M 3.87 B 14.76 (2441) 9.37 (842) 10.89 (1519)
kron 27 sym (u) 63.07 M 4.22 B 15.97 (2600) 9.23 (997) 12.61 (DNR)
moliere-2016 (u) 30.22 M 6.68 B 25.1 (4149) 14.5 (2148) 18.65 (DNR)
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Figure 9.3: SSSP performance measured in GTEPS. Regions: (1) CSR and EFG graphs fit
in memory. (2) EFG fits entirely but CSR does not. (3) EFG fits but edge weights do not.
(4) EFG does not fit.
edge weights array, only small graphs fit entirely in memory, even with compression as
weights are not compressed. The graph structure fits in memory for the majority of EFG
graphs, but weights are streamed from the host. EFG shows a speedup of 1.38x over CSR
for small graphs (region 1 in Fig. 9.3) and 2.25x for larger graphs (regions 2-3 in Fig. 9.3).
While compression helps and performs better than the uncompressed case, we are still
bottlenecked by the interconnect. PageRank’s performance (Fig. 9.4) shows a similar trend
as BFS in that cugraph’s in-memory implementation for CSR performs better than EFG.
PageRank is not evaluated for CSR for large graphs since an out-of-core version was not
available.
9.1.4 Graph Reordering
Graph reordering is a common preprocessing technique that is used for different purposes.
In the context of graph compression, reordering methods relabel the nodes to reduce gaps
between successive neighbours since smaller gaps can be encoded more efficiently. Graph































































































































































































(a) Small Graphs (b) Larger Graphs
Figure 9.4: PageRank performance measured in GTEPS
tions tend to have irregular memory access patterns. We use two graph reordering methods
- one that optimises for lower gaps and one that optimises for locality, and evaluate their
impact on EFG and CGR graph representations. We use BP [50] as a compression friendly
reordering method and HALO [88] as a locality friendly method. BP uses a recursive graph
bisection strategy to optimise a cost function that reduces gaps. HALO uses an ordering
based on harmonic centrality to improve the locality in traversal-like patterns so that nodes
in a frontier are close to each other. We use the PISA [81] framework to implement BP
and our own implementation for HALO. We also evaluate random ordering as a patholog-
ical case since random ordering destroys all locality. The impact of different orderings on
compression ratio and BFS’ runtime performance is shown in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6. The main
observations are as follows:
Compression Ratio: EFG does not use a gap-based encoding. Hence, it is not affected
by the distribution of gaps and its compression ratio is virtually unchanged for all the or-
dering methods. Note that random ordering does not negatively impact the compression
ratio. The storage bounds for EF only depend on the largest value in a list and the number




















(b) CGR Compression ratio relative to Natural Ordering
Random HALO-II BP
























(b) CGR BFS Speedup relative to Natural Ordering
Random HALO-II BP
Figure 9.6: Impact of graph reordering on BFS performance
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twitter (d) 1 (1) 0.96 (1) 0.96 (1.17)
web-cc-fl (d) 1 (1) 0.96 (1) 0.96 (1.18)
kron 27 (d) 1 (1) 0.96 (1) 0.96 (1.05)
deteriorates in random ordering. CGR sees an average improvement of 1.13x with BP and
its compression ratio drops to 0.61x with random ordering.
BFS Performance: Both EFG and CGR benefit from improved locality and are im-
pacted negatively by random ordering. HALO improves EFG’s performance by 1.32x and
CGR’s performance by 1.35x. Random ordering reduces the performance to 0.65x and 0.8x
for the two methods. The runtime performance of BFS depends on factors such as memory
coalescing, read amplification, prefetcher’s effectiveness, etc., and locality friendly order-
ings improve these characteristics.
9.1.5 Sensitivity to Forward Quantum Size
We use a quantum value of k = 512 for forward pointers in this work. That is, there
is a pointer for every 512 elements in a list. Forward pointers have minimal overhead,
particularly for graphs with a power-law degree distribution. Since most nodes have a low
degree, no pointers are stored for such lists. We show the variation in graph size and BFS’s
runtime for different values of k in Table. 9.2 where the values are normalized to the k = 32
case. Increasing the quantum beyond 512 has negligible (¡0.01) benefit in the total graph
size. However, it adversely affects performance beyond 512.
9.1.6 Compression Time
Since compression is an offline preprocessing step for static graphs, it is not on the critical
path, and optimising the compression performance was not a priority in this work. Nev-
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ertheless, compressing graphs with EF is quite efficient and we were able to compress all
the graphs in this work that were originally in the CSR format in less than 5 minutes on a
44 core Broadwell server. We use folly [102] for compressing individual neighbour lists,
and OpenMP is used for coarse grained parallelism. It is possible to optimise this further
by paralleling the compression within each list, and even the compression stage can be of-
floaded to a GPU. Compressing graphs with CGR using the reference implementation took
more than 30 minutes for several graphs in the work.
9.2 Limitations and Discussion
The EF encoding scheme works well when the list of values being compressed are scattered
randomly. However, in cases like web-graphs, we typically have long runs of contiguous
values. This is, in fact, a good case for gap based encoding schemes. EF, on the other hand,
does not benefit from smaller gaps. To use a motivating example from [112], consider
a sequence S = [0, 1, 2, ..., n − 2, u − 1] of length n where the first n − 1 values are
contiguous. This is a highly compressible sequence where the length of the run and the last
value are sufficient to describe S. On the other hand, EF still uses 2 + dlog u/ne bits to
encode each element, which is the same as any random sequence. The general approach to
deal with this problem is to partition the sequence so that some partitions can be encoded
more efficiently (e.g., with run-length coding). In PEF [112], the authors propose a method
for selecting partition sizes in this model. A different optimisation for EF encoding uses
clustering [113] to exploit similarities between lists. We did not incorporate these solutions
in this work, but extensions to the EFG format are possible. One of the advantages of
EFG is that maps well to GPUs due to its regular nature. There is usually a trade-off in
compression ratio and decompression time, and it is an open question if we can improve
both metrics simultaneously.
We found that the GPU used in this work lacks support for some types of bit-manipulation
instructions that are present on current CPUs, and the memory alignment restrictions posed
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by GPUs also introduce inefficiencies. For instance, although the lower-bits array can be
accessed in constant time, it takes multiple instructions due to alignment restrictions. As a
recommendation to hardware architects, improvements in these areas would be welcome.
In the GPU setting with limited memory, graph compression is a complementary solution.
There is always data (e.g., edge weights) that cannot be compressed easily. So compression
does not preclude other hardware or software solutions that address the same problems.
9.3 Conclusion
Since real-world graphs are typically larger than a GPU’s memory capacity, a variety of
solutions can be used to address the challenges involved in graph analytics on GPUs. In
this work, we looked at graph compression as a means to accommodate large graphs in
GPU memory. Traditional graph compression schemes, while effective in compressing
the graphs, cannot be used easily on GPUs due to the sequential and dependent nature of
the decompression phase. We proposed the Elias Fano Graph (EFG) representation, based
on Elias Fano encoding, as a GPU-friendly compressed graph representation that encom-
passes several desirable properties in terms of compression ratio and the decompression
performance. The seemingly irregular problem of decompression can be broken down into
common high performance primitives such as parallel scans and searches, which results in
an efficient and load-balanced implementation for graph traversals. We showed that we can
compress several large graphs by a factor of 1.5x and outperform out-of-core approaches in
traversal runtime by a factor of 3.8x. Our implementation is also 2x faster than the current
state of the art in GPU based compressed graph traversals. The techniques described here
were designed for GPUs, but can also be extended to parallel CPU implementations. The




As we reach the end of Moore’s law, the focus of high performance architectures has shifted
to domain specific accelerators. GPUs were conventionally used only for graphics and me-
dia applications, but the architecture and the programming model has evolved to accelerate
scientific applications, machine learning, and increasingly a broad class of applications un-
der the data analytics umbrella including graph analytics. On the one hand, GPUs have
very high compute throughput and fast access to device memory, which enables them to
exploit thread level parallelism and hide long latency operations. On the other hand, the
capacity of device memory is limited and not sufficient to accommodate large datasets. We
believe that his trend will also manifest in future accelerators, and we will have increasingly
heterogeneous systems with variable amounts of compute and memory on devices.
In this dissertation, we looked at large graphs and graph analytics kernels for GPUs,
which pose several challenges when the graphs do not fit in memory. Graph kernels are
generally memory bound, have poor locality, and the memory access pattern is hard to
predict. The conventional approach in such scenarios has been to scale the problem over
multiple devices if a single device cannot accommodate it in memory. In this disserta-
tion, we approached the problem from a different angle. We explored optimisations that
can overcome the memory limitations of a single GPU. First, we analysed recent architec-
tures which support a feature known as unified memory that lets us address host memory
transparently from the GPU. This increases the amount of addressable memory, but the per-
formance characteristics for graph kernels are quite poor in such a system. We proposed a
light weight graph ordering method, HALO, to improve the memory access characteristics
in the unified memory model. We also explored the connection between locality and com-
pression, and showed that we can use techniques from graph compression to also improve
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locality. Next, we looked at graph compression as an independent and a complementary
approach. The main draw for graph compression is that if a graph can be compressed suf-
ficiently to fit in memory, it avoids expensive accesses over the interconnect to the host
or to other GPUs. We proposed a graph compression format, EFG, based on Elias-Fano
encoding that performs well in terms of compression ratio and runtime decompression on
GPUs. Graph compression has been studied extensively in the CPU context, but the GPU
architecture makes is difficult to use most prior proposals directly. Our implementation
exceeds the decompression performance of the current state of the art approach in GPU
based compressed graph traversals and maintains a competitive compression ratio. Finally,
we also looked at the relationship between graph compression and reordering, and showed
that the two solutions can be combined. We can improve the runtime performance further
by combining locality friendly orderings with graph compression. At the same time, the
EFG representation is resilient to pathological orderings.
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